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ABSTRACT

The immune system has evolved elaborate molecular and
cellular mechanisms to defend the body against invasion by
pathogens (viruses, bacteria, and protozoal parasites).
One immune mechanism involves the cytotoxic T lymphocyte
(CTL) that can specifically recognize and destroy cells
bearing foreign proteins (target cells). Virus-infected
cells, transplanted tissue, and some tumor cells are
examples of target cells. To learn more about the
mechanism by which CTLs destroy target cells, this work
investigates the possibility that a CTL-mediated calcium
influx into target cells may be an essential event in the
sequence of reactions that lead to the death of these
cells.

Target cell death was studied by following the
intracellular free calcium (ICF) calcium level, DNA
fragmentation, and lysis of cells in response to intact
CTLs, cytolytic granules of CTLs, and Na+, K+, and Ca++
ionophores. ICF Ca++ measurements were made in a flow
cytometer with the fluorescent dye, indo-1.

The results of these experiments suggest that a marked and
sustained elevation of the calcium ion concentration in
target cells is a proximal cause of their death. Targets
exposed to CTLs or their lytic granules undergo a rapid
rise in ICF calcium. Analysis of selective ionophores for
Ca++, K+, Na+ suggests that while elevated calcium
concentrations are lethal, the DNA fragmentation observed
in the target cell on killing by CTLs can be duplicated
with a K+ ionophore (valinomycin) and not with a calcium
ionophore (ionomycin).

Thesis Supervisor: Dr. Herman N. Eisen
Title: Professor of Biology
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Abbreviations

CTL = cytotoxic T lymphocyte

PE = phycoerythrin

PHA = phytohemaglutinin

DMSO = dimethyl sulfoxide

IL 2 = interleukin 2

COF = carboxyfluorescein

FITC = fluorescein isothiocyanate

kDa = kilodalton

EBV = Epstein Barr virus

ICF = intracellular free

ECBS = extracellular buffered salt solution

ICBS = intracellular buffered salt solution

TCR = T cell antigen receptor

APC = allophycocyanine

BSA = bovine serum albumin

HBS = hepes buffered saline

E:T = effector : target ratio

MHC = major histocompatibility complex

IP3 = inositol triphosphate

LAK = lymphokine activated killer

PFP = pore forming protein

ADCC = antibody dependent cell-mediated cytotoxicity

uM = micromolar

nM = nanomolar
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um = micron

mM = millimolar

ml = milliliter

BLT = N-alpha benzyloxycarbonyl L-lysine-thiobenzyl ester

FCS = fetal calf serum

PMT = photomultiplier tube

SRBC = sheep red blood cells
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I. Introduction and Background

A. Introduction

A large body of evidence indicates that the

destruction of target cells by murine cytolytic

lymphocytes (CTLs), and other lymphocytes termed "natural

killer" (NK) cells, is brought about by the release from

these cells of toxic granules3 ,133 . One of the granule

proteins, called perforin (cytolysin or pore-forming

protein PFP)) resembles complement factor 9 and like C9

forms transmembrane ion-channels that are presumed to

cause target cell lysis42 ,44-46,70-72,13 2 . The granules

also contain one or more neutral serine esterases, at

least one of which has some sequence homology with a

complement component43 ,47,48. Hence there are reasons for

believing that target cell lysis by antigen-activated T

cells and by antibody (or immune complex)-activated

complement are fundamentally the same. However, there are

some differences: e.g. DNA fragmentation occurs as an

early event in immune target cells when they are lysed by

CTLs but not when lysed by complement83 ,91- 93 ,140.

Another difference is that CTLs themselves are resistant

to lysis by the toxic granules but not to lysis by

complement67 ,68.

To learn more about the mechanism by which CTLs

destroy target cells, this work investigates the
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possibility that a CTL-mediated calcium influx into target

cells may be an essential event in the sequence of

reactions that lead to death of these cells. We have

focussed in this study on the intracellular calcium ion

concentration in target cells for several reasons. First,

much evidence indicates that ion channels play an

essential part in the cytolytic process hence changes in

intracellular calcium ion might be expected because the

cells normally exclude extracellular calcium ions

efficiently. The intracellular calcium ion concentration

is normally 1/1000 - 1/10,000 that of the normal

extracellular medium80 ,85, 15 9. In addition calcium ions

regulate a variety of intracellular processes and a large

change in calcium level can have drastic effect on cell

function and survival3 3-3 5 ,5 8, 95- 9 7. Finally, the

development of calcium-sensitive, fluorescent probes and

advances in flow cytometry, now make it possible to

monitor with precision and sensitivity changes in calcium

ion concentration in individual cells. We have studied

target cell death by following the ICF Ca++, DNA

fragmentation, and cell lysis of cells exposed to intact

CTLs, cytolytic granules of CTLs and Na+, K+, and Ca++

selective ionophores.

Our results suggest that a marked and sustained

elevation of calcium ion concentration in target cells is

a proximal cause of their death. Target cells exposed to
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CTLs or their lytic granules undergo a rapid rise in ICF

Ca++. Analysis of selective ionophores for Ca++, K+, Na+

suggests that while elevated calcium concentrations are

lethal, the DNA fragmentation observed in the target cell

on killing by CTLs can be duplicated with a K+ ionophore

(valinomycin) and not with a calcium ionophore

(ionomycin).
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B. Background

The destruction of target cells by CTLs is one of

many elaborate mechanisms the immune system has evolved

for defense against invasion of the body by pathogenic

microbes (e.g. viruses, bacteria, and protozoal

parasites)16 3 ,16 4. In the humoral part of the immune

system, antibody serves as the sensor for antigen and

triggers antigen destruction by activating either a set of

14 complement proteins or various cytotoxic cells

(macrophages, large granular lymphocytes, granulocytes)

with a surface receptor for the invariant domain (Fc) of

antibody molecules16 3,1 64. In the T cell compartment,

antigen recognition is due to an immunoglobulin-like

antigen-specific T cell receptor (TCR). Antigen binding

to the TCR triggers the cytolytic activity of cytotoxic T

cells (CTLs) and the release of a lymphokine (gamma-

interferon) which activates macrophages to kill

cells163 ,1 64 . It is the cytolytic activity of the T cells

that forms the subject of this thesis.

There are two broad groups of T cells called CD4 and

CD8 cells163,1 64 . They differ in surface glycoproteins

and function. CD8 cells are L3T4-, Lyt-2+ (in the mouse)

or T4-, T8+ (in the human) and most of them are cytolytic

i.e. they are CTLs (some CD8 cells may function as

suppressor cells). CD4 cells are L3T4+, Lyt-2- (in the

mouse) or T4+, T8- (in the human). When activated they
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produce lymphokines such as interleukin-2 and interleukin-

4 that promote growth and differentiation of B cells and

other T cells. Hence CD4 cells are generally called T

helper cells (Th). However many CD4 cells are also

cytolytic and there is considerable evidence to suggest

that they and CD8 cells kill by the same mechanism. Hence

in this thesis all T cells that lyse target cells will be

referred to as CTLs whether they are CD8 or CD4 cells.

Oportunities to study the mechanism by which CTLs

lyse targets has been greatly enhanced by the development

of clonal cell lines of cytotoxic T lymphocytes. The

observation that supernatants of PHA-stimulated

lymphocytes could sustain T lymphocytes led to the

discovery of T cell growth factor or interleukin 2 (Il

2)1,2. The use of recombinant Il 2 or supernatants of

lectin-stimulated lymphocytes has led to the long term

culture and cloning of CTLsl, 2. The use of serial

antigenic stimulation in growing CTLs in combination with

the growth factor(s) has also contributed to the

preservation of lytic specificityl, 2.

CTL lysis of targets has traditionally been

considered to take place in 3 stages; a. binding of a CTL

to a target cell, b. programming of the target cell for

lysis or the lethal hit, c. lysis of the programmed

target cell after the CTL disengages (killer cell-

independant lysis (figure 1))3-7. Adhesion of a CTL to a
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Figure 1

Figure 1 displays the steps in the attack of a CTL on a

target cell.
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target cell is mediated by both antigen dependent and

independent pathways8-16. Cell-cell adhesion occurs

almost as efficiently between CTLs and target cells that

have or do not have the antigen1 7 ,18. Antibody blocking

studies of CTL mediated cytolysis have shown that the

molecules LFA-1, T8, T4, LFA-2, LFA-3, and ICAM-1 are

involved in adhesion9 ,10,11,13,1 4 . LFA-1 is an antigen

found on most bone marrow derived cells9. Adhesion via

LFA-1 (possibly to ICAM-1 on the target cell) requires

divalent cations and is temperature sensitive10,1 1.

Intercellular adhesion molecule 1 (ICAM-1), a molecule

distinct from LFA-1, inhibits phorbol ester stimulated

aggregation of LFA-1+ EBV lines10. LFA-2 is a surface

protein (also called T11) that fortuitously binds sheep

red blood cells9. It is expressed by all T but not B

lymphocytes. LFA-2 adhesion (possibly to LFA-3 on the

target) is independent of divalent cations and is

temperature insensitivell. LFA-3 is an antigen found on

most cells, lymphoid and others. T8 is an immunoglobulin-

like glycoprotein found on the surface of T cells with

cytotoxic or supressor functions; it is thought to bind

the invariant domain of class I major histocmpatibility

molecules. T4 is an immunoglobulin-like glycoprotein

found on some cytolytic T cells that do not express T8.

T4 is thought to bind the invariant domain of class II

major histocmpatibility molecules. While these molecules
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support CTL adhesion to targets, they are not necessary

for target cell lysis. Linking antibodies against the T

cell antigen receptor to target cells can overcome the

lytic inhibition induced by anti-Lyt2 (T8) and anti-LFA-1

antibodies8.

The signal that initiates T lymphocyte activation and

proliferation occurs through the T cell antigen

receptor19- 25. The antigen-specific T cell receptor (TCR)

is an immunoglobulin-like glycoprotein composed of a

disulfide linked dimer. Its alpha and beta chains (42-44

kDa, mouse and 50-40 kDa, human) are noncovalently linked

to the T3 complex. The T3 complex is composed of four

polypeptide chains (gamma, delta, epsilon and zeta) in

humans and mice19,26. Each subunit is between 20 and 30

kDa. In cells with surface T8(or Lyt-2), the TCR

recognizes antigen in association with class I major

histocompatibility molecules while cells with surface T4

or L3T4 recognize antigen with class II MHC molecules2.

Evidence suggests that the T3 molecule may act as a signal

transducer between the TCR and the cell

interior21 ,23 ,2 7, 2 8, 2 9. Antigens, anti-TCR antibody,

lectins, and anti-T3 antibody can stimulate increases in

intracellular free (ICF) calcium, phosphorylation of

intracellular proteins, and production of inositol

triphosphate (IP3) and its breakdown products in T

lymphocytes21,23,27,28,30,31, 32 . The implication is that
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perturbation of the T cell antigen receptor activates a

phosphodiesterase which leads to the production of IP3 and

diacylglycerol33-35. Diacylglycerol activates protein

kinase C and IP3 releases calcium from intracellular

stores. Increases in the intracellular free calcium may

also be due to the opening of plasma membrane calcium

channels. Increased ICF Ca++ may activate Ca++-dependent

protein kinases resulting in protein phosphorylation. The

exact mechanism by which these secondary events result in

cellular activation and proliferation is not known.

It is clear that activation of the CTL for lysis

occurs through the T cell antigen receptor although it is

not clear which if any of the above steps leading to

cellular proliferation and activation are also necessary

for target cell lysis3 6. Preincubation of CTLs with anti-

T3 or anti-TCR antibody will inhibit target cell

lysis8 ,16. However CTLs are capable of lysis of cells

which are not normally targets when anti-T3 or anti-TCR is

bound to the target cell surface8,15, 16. Increases in ICF

Ca++ of CTLs has been observed upon addition of target

cells2 5 .

Most cytotoxic lymphocytes and possibly all possess

cytoplasmic granules visible by light or electron

microscopy3. The presence of granules correlates well

although not perfectly with cytolytic activity 3. By

microscopy and histochemical staining these granules are
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membrane bound and contain lysosomal enzymes3. Membrane

bound granules have been isolated from the cytoplasm of

murine CTL, natural killer (NK) and lymphokine activated

killer (LAK) cells3 ,3 7-41. These granules are capable of

lysing red blood and tumor cells in the presence of

calcium in an MHC-independent fashion. Addition of

granules to red blood or tumor cells results in the

depolarization of the plasma membrane and formation of

circular membrane lesions up to 16 nm in diameter38 ,4 1 ,42.

When added to planar bilayers, the granules create

functional ion channels permeable to mono- and divalent

ions and larger molecules (COF, EGTA, Tris)38,41,42.

Incubation of the granules alone in the presence of

calcium results in ring like structures of 16 nm. The

granules contain mainly protein with five major bands on

SDS polyacrylimide gels41. The granules contain a variety

of lysosomal enzymes, including acid phosphatase and B-

glucuronidase38 ,41. A serine esterase and a lytic

molecule (perforin, cytolysin or PFP) have also been

localized to these granules42 -4 7. The serine esterase is

a membrane-associated, disulfide-linked dimer of 30 kDa

which cleaves a synthetic substrate (BLT) but not I125-

casein. Hence its natural substrate may be limited to

very few substances (like the complement proteins that are

serine esterases)47, 48. Its function in the granules is

not yet known. Perforin is a 70 kDa protein42-4 6 ,4 9. In
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the presence of calcium it is capable of inserting into

lipid bilayers and polymerizing to form tubular structures

with inner diameter up to 16 nm. Purified perforin is

capable of lysing tumor and red blood cells and

depolarizing their membranes42, 46. Insertion of perforin

into lipid bilayers results in the flow of mono- and

divalent ions42 . Patch clamp recordings of tumor cells

exposed to perforin results in an inward current flow that

appears to be the summation of discrete events42,46. This

is indicative of functional channel formation by a

polyperforin complex.

Morphologic studies of CTLs in contact with targets

show a pronounced cytoplasmic polarization after target

cell binding3-6,51,150. Studies have shown that the

cytoplasmic granules are generally located in the trailing

end of the CTL as it moves51. Upon contact with an

appropriate target cell but not with an inappropriate one,

the granules are transported to the area of membrane in

contact with the target51,52 . The golgi apparatus

reorients in a similar fashion53. Tubulin and actin

fibers also become assymetrically oriented following

target cell binding3, 5, 6,54 ,55,150 . The CTL and target

cell membranes become interdigitated following

contact3 ,5,6. CTL conjugation with a target cell whose

antigen is recognized is approximately ten times stronger

than with an inappropriate target cell (as measured by the
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force required to separate the cells)1 2.

There is strong evidence that CTL lysis of targets

invloves a secretory process3. Acid phosphatase, which is

found in lysosomal granules, is deposited on the surface

of the target cell and into the intercellular

space3,52,56. Fluorescent studies have demonstrated the

presence of granule antigens on the surface of target

cells in contact with CTLs4 1. Chloroquine, which raises

the pH of lysosomal granules, inhibits CTL killing 57.

Serine esterase can be measured in the supernatant of CTLs

after addition of target cells4 7. Increases in

cytoplasmic calcium concentration appear to activate many

secretory phenomena such as the release of

neurotransmitters, hormones and digestive enzymes58. As

discussed earlier increases in ICF Ca++ appear to play a

prominent role in T lymphocyte activation. The calcium

ionophore, A23817, causes release of the granule contents,

serine esterase and perforin4 3 ,5 9. This triggering by an

increase in ICF Ca++ strongly suggests a process of

exocytosis. In addition the "programming for lysis" stage

of CTLs is dependent on the presence of extracellular

calcium5,6.

Tubular structures similar to those formed by

granules and perforin have been identified on target cells

exposed to some but not all CTLs41,62. Marker release

from resealed red blood cell ghosts used as targets for
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antibody depenuent cytotoxic cell (ADCC) targets provides

evidence for pore formation with a maximal size of 15

nm69.

The evidence for the exocytosis of granule

components, especially perforin, onto the target cell is

quite strong. There are, however, alternative mechanisms

for CTL mediated lysis of target cells, although less well

supported4 ,60-62. Since perforin has not yet been

isolated from human T8+ lymphocytes and granules not

visualized in a few types of lymphocytes, it is worth

considering these alternative theories44 , 62.

A variety of toxic molecules e.g. CTL toxin,

lymphotoxin, and NK cytotoxic factor, are secreted into

the media by activated CTLs63-66. These factors require a

long period of time (24 hours) to be cytocidal. They have

not been localized to lymphocyte granules. The primary

difficulty in attributing target cell lysis to these

toxins is that they kill cells very slowly (tl/2=-24

hours). In contrast target cell death can be detected

within an hour after addition of CTLs. If cells are

forced to take up lymphotoxin by incubating them in a

hypertonic solution with 10% PEG, which stimulates

pinocytosis, a maximum of 35% Cr51 specific release occurs

at 4 hours65. Since this is an artificial situation which

only causes a maximal killing of 35%, it does not seem

that lymphotoxin could be the major cytolytic component of
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CTLs. Also arguing against a major role for lymphotoxin

is its ability to lyse cloned CTL cell lines 65. These

cell lines have been shown to be resistant to being lysed

by CTLs and cytotoxic granules isolated from CTLs65 ,67, 68.

Other proposed mechanisms for target cell destruction

include release of reactive oxygen intermediates by CTLs

and shearing of the target cell membrane by CTLs3, 4, 61.

There is very little evidence to support either of these

mechanisms3.

The tubular structures formed by CTLs, granules and

perforin are remarkably similar to the structures formed

by the C5b-9 complex of the complement system. In addtion

perforin is related antigenically and structurally to c9

70,71,132. The serine esterases contained in granules are

reminiscent of the enzymes involved in the complement

cascade41,43 ,48 ,71, 72. It has been proposed therefore

that CTL and complement destroy target cells the same way.

Complement, activated by antibody, causes colloid

osmotic lysis of cells73- 75 . Transmembrane channels are

formed when hydrophobic regions of C5-9 are exposed by

fusion of the five proteins. The complex then inserts

itself into lipid membranes and forms transmembrane

channels. The largest of these channels is formed by

poly-C9 structures (inner diameter = 11 nm). Osmotic

lysis permits small ions to equilibrate across the

membrane and an nbalanced osmotic pressure occurs as a
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result of the cellular macromolecules. Water, which

freely crosses the cell membrane, flows into the cell in

response to the osmotic pressure differential resulting in

cellular swelling and membrane rupture. Increasing the

osmotic pressure of the extracellular media can prevent

complement-media-ced lysis.

There are enough differences between complement and

CTL mediated cytotoxicity to suggest that the two

processes are significantly different. Target cells of

CTLs have not been shown convincingly to be protected by

hyperosmotic media3 ,76-78. Unlike osmotic death target

cells undergo cytoplasmic blebbing (zeiosis) and DNA

breakdown before membrane rupture with subsequent

fragmentation of the cell and nucleus7 9- 83 . This type of

morphologic death is called apotosis by pathologists and

is not seen in osmotic lysis which leaves the cells

morphologically intact as a ghost84-86. This apototic

death or cellular fragmentation is seen with death due to

I1-2 withdrawal (T cells), steroids acting on T cells,

endocrine changes, and embryogenesis 80,86- 90 . It often

requires active metabolism of the cell80, 86- 90 . DNA

fragmentation into multiples of 200 base pairs can be

quantitatively measured and has been shown to be

detectable within five minutes after addition of CTLs to

targets91-93. Even if the amount of antibody or

complement is varied to mimic the time course of CTL
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mediated Cr5 1 release, DNA fragmentation does not occur in

complement lysis83. These features of target cell death

imply that CTLs mediate cell lysis in a way quite

different from complement.

Some evidence suggests that CTL mediated cytotoxicity

may operate through the activation of intracellular

enzymes. Both steroid and CTL lysis are accompanied by

DNA fragmentation which suggests the activation of an

endogenous endonuclease. There is evidence that

phospholipase A may be active during target cell death50.

These results imply that the activation of a number of

intracellular enzymes may constitute the "death program"

of these cells.

Free calcium is responsible for the activation of

many intracellular enzymes and is maintained at a very low

intracellular concentration despite an enormous gradient

across the plasma membrane (intracellular/extracellular

Ca++ = 10-4)80,85,159. ICF Ca++ levels regulate many

critical cell functions such as cell cycle, cell

transport, regulatory proteins, exocytosis and many

enzymes33-35,58,95-97. Destructive enzymes, such as

phospholipases and endonucleases, can be calcium

activated84 ,85 , 98 , 99. It has been proposed by Berke and

others that an influx of calcium may be responsible for

target cell death 81 ,82,1 00 ,101 .. The cytoplasmic blebbing

may be the result of Ca++ activated cytoskeletal proteins
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while DNA fragmentation would occur by activation of a

calcium-dependent endonuclease. Cell death could result

from ATP depletion (from activation of ATPases) and from

membrane damage caused by activation of phospholipases.

Evidence supporting these possibilities has come from

studies of cell death in other systems75 ,84,85, 98,99,102-

104. Steroid lysis, which duplicates many features of

CTL-mediated target cell death, is dependent on the

presence of extracellular calcium. Membrane altering

agents such as mellitin, silica, lysolethicin, and others

have also been shown to exhibit a calcium dependent

toxicity in rat liver cells98. The calcium ionophore,

A23817, is a potent cytocidal agent in all cells and is

dependent on extracellular calcium for its

toxicity81,101,105. These data indicate that maintenance

of the extracellular/intracellular calcium gradient is

critical for cell viability.

However, evidence supporting a connection between

target cell intracellular calcium levels and the

destruction of the cell by a CTL is sparse primarily due

to the inability to dissociate the CTL activation process

from subsequent target cell lysis4 ,81,82. Agents used to

alter the target cell response also effect the CTL

activation process. By taking advantage of recently

developed fluorescent molecules it is feasible to monitor

the ICF Ca++ of individual cells by flow cytometry. This
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thesis investigates the possibility that a calcium influx

into target cells may be the primary mechanism of CTL

induced target cell death. This was investigated by

following the ICF Ca++ of cells exposed to intact CTLs or

isolated CTL granules. In addition, the effects of the

granules and of K+, K+-Na+, Ca++-Mg++, and Ca++ selective

ionophores on DNA degradation and cell lysis were

examined.
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II. Materials and Methods

A. Reagents

Ionomycin (free acid), valinomycin, A23817, quin-2 AM

and gramicidin D were obtained from Calbiochem and stock

solutions were made in DMSO. The acetoxymethylester and

potassium salt of indo-l were obtained from Molecular

Probes and stock solutions kept in DMSO and distilled

water, respectively. Phycoerythrin-avidin was purchased

from Becton Dickinson and chromium51 and iodine125 -

deoxyuridine from New England Nuclear. Dithiothreitol,

cyanide, and azide were dissolved in distilled water and

obtained from Sigma, Coleman and Bell, and Fluka,

respectively. N-OH-succinimidobiotin was from Sigma and

dissolved in DMSO, while N-succinimidyl-3-(2-

pyridyldithio)proprionate was purchased from Pierce

Chemical Company, Rockford, IL and kept in ethanol.

EGTA and HEPES were Fluka Puriss. Reticulocyte beads were

from Ortho, Westwood, MA. Fluorescein isothiocyanate

(FITC) was from Kodak and dissolved in ethanol.

Allophycocyanine-avidin was from Biomedia, Foster City,

CA. Percoll was from Pharmacia, sheep red blood cells

from Colorado Serum Co., Denver, and CaCO3 from

Mallinckrodt. The 1 N standard NaOH was Acculute by

Anachemia Chemical Inc, Champlain.
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B. Cells and Solutions

2C, 3H2, 3C11, G4, 2.1.1 are murine cytotoxic T

lymphocyte clones (CTL) that are directed against Dd.

They are maintained in K media with 20-30 U/ml human

recombinant interleukin 2, and irradiated feeder cells

expressing Dd (P815 or Balb C spleen cells). D10 and TDH-

1 are murine T helper lymphocyte clones that do not kill

while 5.5 is a murine T helper lymphocyte clone that does

kill with lectin. The T helper cells are also maintained

in K, recombinant human interleukin 2, and irradiated

stimulator cells bearing the appropriate antigen. RDM4,

and S49 are murine T lymphomas. Yac-1 is a murine

undifferentiated lymphoma and P815 is a murine

mastocytoma. P815 and Yac-1 express Dd but EL4 does not.

Relaxation buffer contains 100 mM KCl, 3 mM NaCl, 3 mM

MgC12, 1.25 mM EGTA, 10 mM PIPES, 0.5 mM ATP and is pH

6.78. Extracellular buffered salt solution (ECBS)

contains 145 mM NaC12, 5 mM KC1, 0.5 mM MgSO4, 10 mM

HEPES, 1 mM NaH2PO4, 5 mM glucose and is pH 7.2.

Intracellular buffered salt solution (ICBS) contains 100 M

KCl, 20 mM NaCl, 1 mM MgC1 2, 10 mM HEPES, pH 7.2. In

addition the ECBS and ICBS contain either CaC12 or EGTA

usually at 1 mM or 5 mM respectively. K medium contains

RPMI, 10% heat inactivated fetal calf serum, 4.5 mM HEPES,

1.2 mM L-glutamine, 90 U/ml penicillin, 90 mg/ml

streptomycin, and 44 uM B-mercaptoethanol. RPMI + HEPES
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is RPMI with 4.5 mM HEPES. TEA is 40 mM Tris acetate, 1

mM EDTA, pH 8 while TE is 10 mM TrisCl, 1 mM EDTA, pH 8.

PBS and HBSS were made as described in Mishell and

Shiigi129 .

C. Monoclonal Antibody and Cell Coupling

1B2 is a monoclonal antibody directed against the T

cell antigen receptor of the CTL clone, 2C106. Hybridoma

cells producing 1B2 were injected into the peritoneum of

pristine-primed Balb C mice. Ascites was collected and

lipoproteins removed by precipitation with 0.25% Nadextran

Sulfate and 1.5% CaCl2 129. IgG was then purified by

precipitation with 50% saturated ammonium sulfate two

times, dialysis against 50 mM KHP04, pH 8.0 and passage

over a DEAE-cellulose column1 29. The purified IgG was

dialyzed against PBS and the protein concentration

determined by the absorbance at 280 nm12 9.

The 1B2 antibody was linked to N-succinimidyl-3-(2-

pyridyldithio)proprionate (SPDP) for cell coupling by

incubation of 1 mg/ml 1B2 with 0.3 mg SPDP/ml for 30

minutes at room temperature8. The 1B2-SPDP was then

dialyzed against PBS overnight and stored at 40C for

future use.

Cells were coupled to 1B2-SPDP by washing twice in

PBS followed by incubation of 106 cells/ml with 50 uM

dithiothreitol (DTT) at room temperature for 45 minutes8.
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After washing twice in PBS, 107 cells/ul were incubated

with 1B2-SPDP (0.5 mg/ml) for 45 minutes at room

temperature. The cells were then washed twice in PBS and

once in K medium.

D. Phycoerythrin, Allophycocyanin and FITC Labelling

Phycoerythrin (PE) is a fluorescent phycobiliprotein

of algal origin with a high extinction coefficient and

quantum number108. It has an excitation maximum at 495

and 545 nm and an emission maximum at 576 nm. PE was

attached to cells by an avidin-biotin system. Cells were

washed twice in PBS, pH 8.0 and resuspended at 2X106/ml in

PBS, pH 8.0 with 0.1% N-OH succinimidobiotin

(volume/volume from a 1 mg/ml stock) for 45 minutes at

room temperature. Cells were then washed twice in PBS pH

7.2 and resuspended at 106 cells/100ul to which PE-avidin

was added at a 1/10 dilution. After 45 minutes at room

temperature the cells were washed once in PBS and

resuspended in K medium.

APC-avidin was attached in a manner similar to PE-

avidin. Cells to be labelled with FITC were suspended in

PBS, pH 7.2, 10 uM FITC for 10 minutes at 37 C and then

washed.

E. Chromium51 Release Assays

Cells were loaded with chromium 51 (Cr51) by washing
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twice in K medium and resuspending to a final

concentration of 2X107 cells and 200 uCi Cr51 in 400 ul of

K medium 10 7. The cells were then incubated for one hour

in a 370C, 5% CO2 incubator with frequent mixing. Cells

were washed three times with the desired assay medium.

CTL killing assays were done in 200 ul K medium with

104 target cells per sample point for 4 hours in a 370C,

5% C 2 incubator. Granule killing assays were done in the

extracellular buffered salt solution with 1 mM CaCl2 for

one hour in a 370C water bath using 5X104 target cells in

100 ul for each sample point. Ionophore toxicity assays

were done in the extracellular buffered salt solution with

the indicated calcium concentration for one hour in a 370 C

water bath using 5X104 target cells in a 100 ul for each

sample point.

At the completion of the assay times, the samples were

spun at 1500 rpm (300 g) for 5 minutes and aliquots of

supernatant removed. The specific release was calculated

from the formula:

Specific release = test release - nonspecific release

total release - nonspecific release

Samples with 0.5% NP40 were used for the total release and

samples with aliquots of K medium, relaxation buffer, or

DMSO, equivalent to that of the test samples were used as

the nonspecific release. CTL killing and ionophore

toxicity assays were done with each point in triplicate
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and granule killing assays with each point duplicated.

F. Granule Preparations

Cytolytic granules were prepared from mouse cytolytic

T cell clones (3C11, 3H2, or G4)67. Adherent and

nonadherent CTL clones were harvested. Adherent cells

were freed by incubation with a 1:1 ratio of PBS with lOmM

EDTA and K medium at room temperature for 5 minutes.

Adherent and nonadherent cells were pooled and washed

twice in Hanks balanced salt solution and twice in

relaxation buffer. Cells were cavitated with 350 psi of

nitrogen. The nuclei were removed by spinning at 1000 rpm

(140 g) for 5 minutes. The nuclei-free cellular

suspension was then layered on a percoll gradient composed

of 39%-60%-90% (volume ratio 2:1:1.75) percoll in

relaxation buffer and centrifuged at 20,000 rpm (52,000 g)

for 30 minutes. Fractions were then collected from the

gradient and tested for lytic activity against sheep red

blood cells (SRBC). SRBC were washed twice in HEPES

buffered saline (HBS) and resuspended at a 1/10 dilution

in HBS with 0.4 mg/ml BSA, 5 mM CaC12. Granules fractions

were then assayed by adding 2 ul aliquots of each fraction

to 100 ul SRBC (108 cells) and incubating at 37°C for 15

minutes. The volume of each sample was then brought to 1

ml with PBS. Samples to be used as the total release
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received 1 ml of distilled water instead of PBS. Samples

were spun 15 seconds in a microfuge. Aliquots (180 ul) of

the supernatant were removed and the absorbance at 414 nm

measured using a Dynatech 96 well plate reader. The most

lytic fractions were pooled ( 50% and greater.) Percoll

was removed by pelleting at 40,000 rpm (100,000 g) for 90

minutes. The granule layer was collected from above the

percoll pellet, retested for sheep red blood cell lysis,

and frozen for later use at -70oC.

G. DNA Fragmentation

5X106 cells were incubated with 50 uCi of I125-

deoxyuridine in 10 mls of K medium, overnight (15 hours)

in a 370C, 5% C02 incubator91. The cells were washed

twice in PBS. Targets to be added to CTLs were

resuspended in K medium, while those receiving either CTL

granules or ionophores were resuspended in ECBS with 1 mM

calcium. CTLs, CTL granules, or ionophores were added to

4X104 (1125) targets with a final volume of 100 ul. The

samples were incubated at 370 C for 1 hour. The cells were

then lysed by addition of PBS with SDS and EDTA (final

concentration of 2% and 3 mM respectively). The DNA was

ethanol precipitated with two times the volume of ethanol

and resuspended in TE with gel loading buffer1 0 9. The

samples were loaded onto a 0.8% agarose gel with TEA

buffer and electrophoresed overnight at 40 mV10 9. The gel

was dried and exposed to Kodak X-Omat AR film.
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H. Indo-1 and Quin-2 Loading

The acetoxymethylester of indo-1 (indo-1 AM) was

stored as a 1 mM stock solution in DMSO, dessicated at

-20oC. Cells were washed twice and resuspended in RPMI

with 45 mM HEPES. Indo-1 AM was added at the indicated

concentration to 2X105 cells/ml. Cells were incubated for

1-1.5 hours in a 370C, 5% C02 incubator. The cells were

then washed once into K medium and placed in a 370C, 5%

CO2 incubator for 0.5-1.5 hours (shorter times were used

for cells that were to be preconjugated). Cells were

washed with the desired solution (K or extracellular

buffered salt solution) immediately prior to use.

Spectrofluorimetric measurements were made in the

extracellular buffered salt solution with either 1 mM

CaC12 or 5 mM EGTA and used done in LS-5 Perkin Elmer or a

Aminco-Bowman (#4-8202) spectrofluorimeter.

The amount of intracellular dye in the cells after

loading was measured by lysing the cells with 0.02%

triton. The intensity of fluorescence of the released dye

was then compared to standards made using indo-1, the

deesterified dye. Emission spectra of the released dye in

extracellular buffered salt solution with 1 mM CaC12 or 5

mM EGTA were taken to insure that the indo-1 AM was being

properly deesterified by the cells (excitation, 350 nm.)
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The acetoxymethylester of quin-2 (quin-2 AM) was

stored as a 4 mM stock solution in DMSO, dessicated at

-200C. Cells were washed twice and resuspended in RPMI

with 45 mM HEPES. Quin-2 AM was added at the indicated

concentration to 2X106 cells/mi. Cells were incubated for

0.5 hours in a 370C, 5% CO2 incubator, washed twice with

extracellular buffered salt solution with 1 mM CaC12 and

used immediately11 0.

I. Conjugation

CTLs for conjugation were labelled with biotin-

avidin-PE, and target cells with or without 1B2 attached

were loaded with indo-1 AM. Conjugates were formed by

mixing targets (5X105/ml) with CTLs (15X105/ml) in K

medium at room temperature. Cells were allowed to sit

undisturbed for 40-60 minutes at room temperature. A

separate sample containing 1 ml of cell conjugates was

made for each time point. At time zero the conjugates

were placed at 370C. No tubes were mixed until just prior

to being run on the flow cytometer.

J. Flow Cytometry

The hardware, data collection, and controls used with

flow cytometry are described in the results section on

flow cytometry.
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Cells were analyzed at 370C at flow rates of 100-200

cells/second. Time courses done for 10 minutes or less

were done by running the sample continuously and storing

the data on a 15 Mb hard disc. At a later time the data

was analyzed and broken into 1 minute intervals. Test

sample time courses were done by addition of the stimulus,

brief mixing, and then starting the sample flow.

Approximately 30 seconds occurred between stimulus

addition and appearance of the cells before the laser

beam. Control samples (those not challenged with a

stimulus) were run for the same length of time immediately

after or before the test sample.

For time courses greater than 10 minutes, 10,000

cells were collected on the ratio graph for each time

point. The cells were maintained at 370C during and

between sampling. Test sample and control sample time

courses were run at the same time with one time course

starting approximately 2-3 minutes after the other.

K. Titrations

For EGTA:NaOH titrations, EGTA was weighed in a

Mettler Balance, model H30. The EGTA was dissolved in

distilled water and the pH brought to 2.8 (the pK for

EGTAH 3 = EGTAH2 + H is 2.7)111. The solution was then

brought to a measured volume with distilled water in a

volumetric flask. A standard 1 N NaOH solution was added
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in aliquots to the EGTA using a 10 ml buret. The pH was

determined after each addition of NaOH using a Radiometer,

model PHM63, digital pH meter. The equivalence point for

the EGTA was determined graphically by plotting the pH

versus the volume of NaOH added. The volume of base at

the equivalence point was then used to determine the EGTA

concentration (i.e. 1 mole EGTA: 2 moles NaOH.)

The EGTA-calcium titrations were performed in a

similar fashion11 2. CaCO3 was baked in an oven at 500OF

for 3 hours. A stock solution of calcium was made by

weighing the dried CaCO3, dissolving it in concentrated

HCl, increasing the pH to 9.8 with NaOH, and bringing it

to a measured volume in a volumetric flask. A stock

solution of equimolar EGTA/HEPES was similarly made and

brought to pH 10.09. pH 10.09 was chosen because EGTA-CA

= EGTA + Ca++ has a pK of 10.97111. 200 mls of EGTA/HEPES

was titrated with the Ca++ solution using a 25 ml buret.

The endpoint of 1 EGTA:1 Ca++ was determined graphically

by plotting milliliters of Ca++ or EGTA/HEPES added vs pH.
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III. Indo-1 Properties and Loading

A. Introduction

It is now possible to measure intracellular free

calcium levels in single cells with the development of the

fluorescent indicators, indo-1 and fura-2 113-115,156.

Quin-2, the previously used indicator, has a low

extinction coefficient and quantum yield so that its use

has been limited primarily to bulk cell measurements in

spectrofluorimetersl10,116,1 54,1 55,1 5 7. This is

particularly problematic when measuring the response of

target cells to potentially lytic agents i.e. intact

cytotoxic T cells or their isolated cytolytic granules.

Nonspecific dye leakage and dye leakage due to cell death

can interfere with fluorescent signals from intracellular

dye causing incorrect results. We have, therefore, used

the new fluorescent dye, indo-1, since its high extinction

coefficient and quantum yield permit it to be used in a

flow cytometer and at low intracellular concentrations.
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Table 1

Indo-1 Properties11 3

Free Anion Ca++ complex

Absorption Maximum 349 nm 331 nm

Emission Maximum 480 nm 405 nm

Quantum Efficiency 0.38 0.56

Extinction Coefficient 3,400/M*cm

Indo-1 is impermeable to cells because the molecule

is negatively charged at physiologic pHs. The

acetoxymethyl ester (indo-1 AM) is not charged and

therefore is permeable to cells31,1 13. Hence cells are

loaded with the ester which is cleaved to the indo-1 form

by intracellular esterases trapping it inside the cell.

The ester is shown in Figure 2. The dashed lines are the

sites of deesterification. Indo-1 has a Kd for calcium of

250 nM113. Since most cells have a resting free

intracellular calcium ion concentration of about 100 nM,

this Kd makes the dye excellent for use with

cells102, 113,114, 11 7. Because the Kd for Mg++ is 10 mM,

the intracellular Mg++ (concentration = 1 mM) is expected

to have little effect on measurement of ICF Ca++113.

Indo-1 binds a single calcium atom in the same way as

its predecessors, quin-2 and EGTA, using a four fingered

claw (-CH 2COO) to chelate calciumll3,1 16. Both the

calcium-chelate and free forms of the dye are excited
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FIGURE 2

Figure 2 shows the acetoxymethyl ester of indo-l. The

five deesterification sites are indicated by the dotted

lines (--).
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maximally by ultraviolet light of nearly the same

wavelength. The peak emission wavelength, however, shifts

from 480 nm to 405 nm upon binding calcium. This shift in

fluorescence allows a ratio of fluorescence intensities

(405/480) to be determined independently of variations in

the intracellular dye concentration, and cell size. The

405/480 ratio can be used as an indicator of changes in

intracellar free calcium ion concentration or to calculate

the actual intracellular free calcium concentration1 13.

The equation relating the 405/480 ratio to the

intracellular free calcium is derived as follows113, 60

Absorption of Incident Light- Beer's Law60

1 I = Io*exp(-2.3*E*C*L)

I = intensity of light transmitted

by solution of indo-1

Io = intensity of incident light

E = extinction coefficient of indo-1

C = concentration of indo-1

L = path length of light through

indo-1 solution
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Fluorescence Equation60

2 F = Q*f*d*(Io-I)

F = intensity of indo-l fluorescence

Q = quantum efficiency of indo-1

f = fraction of indo-l emission at

the wavelength of interest

d = detector efficiency at the

wavelength of interest

From equations 1 & 2

3 F = Q*f*d*Io*(l-exp(-2.3 *E*C*L))

If 2.3*E*C*L << 1 the case for most

fluorescent measurements

then

4 F = Q*f*d*Io*2.3*E*C*L

From equation 4 we note that

5 F C
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Using equation 5 113

6 Sf405 = fluorescence of free dye at 405 nm

free dye concentration

7 Sf480 = fluorescence of free dye at 480 nm

free dye concentration

8 Sb405 = fluorescence of bound dye at 405 nm

bound dye concentration

9 Sb480 = fluorescence of bound dye at 480 nm

bound dye concentration

where Sf405, Sf480, Sb405, Sb480 are constants determined

by the system.

10 F 4 05 = Sf405*Cf + Sb405*Cb

Cf = concentration of free dye

Cb = concentration of bound dye

11 F 48 0 = Sf480*Cf + Sb480*Cb
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Kd Equation

12 Kd = Cf*(Ca++)/Cb

(Ca++) = free calcium

From equation 10, 11, & 12

13 F4 05 = Sf405*Cf + Sb405*Cf*(Ca++)/Kd = R

F 480 Sf480*Cf + Sb480*Cf*(Ca++)/Kd

R = Ratio

Solving for (Ca++)

14 (Ca++) = Kd*(R-Sf40Sf4f480)*Sf480

(Sb405/Sb480-R)*Sb480

When the total calcium = 0, Cb = 0

15 Rmin = F4 05 = Sf405

F480 Sf480

Rmin = R at total calcium = 0
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16 Sf4 80 = F480 at (Ca++)=0

C

C = total dye concentration

At saturating (Ca++) levels, Cf = 0

17 Rmax = F405 = Sb405

F480 Sb480

Rmax = R at saturating

(Ca++) levels

18 Sb480 = F480 at sat'd (Ca++)

C

Substituting equations 15, 16, 17, and 18 into 14

19 (Ca++) = Kd*(R-Rmin)*F480,Ca++=0

(Rmax-R)*F480,sat'd Ca++

20 let S = F480,Ca++=0

F48 0,sat'd Ca++

The constants Rmin, Rmax, S are determined by the

experimental set-up.
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B. Verification of Indo-1 Fluorescence and Ca++ Binding

Properties

Standard calcium solutions were prepared to verify

the fluorescence properties of indo-1 and also for

possible use as solutions for calculating calibration

constants of the intracellular dyel1 2 ,118,1 19. Since the

Kd of the dye and the intracellular free Ca++ is in the nM

range, it is necessary to be able to make solutions with

the free Ca++ at this level. The technique developed by

Moiesescu and Pusch using EGTA as a buffer was

followed1 1 2,118,1 1 9,151. To use the buffers, it is

necessary to know accurately the ratio of Ca++ to EGTA,

thereby obtaining a good estimate of the free Ca++

concentration. Briefly, the technique involves the

preparation of an EGTA:Ca++ solution in a 1:1 molar ratio;

this solution is then mixed in varying proportions with

EGTA alone to form the buffers. A known solution of Ca++,

prepared from CaCO3 baked in an oven at 500OF for 3 hours,

was used to titrate a solution of equimolar EGTA and HEPES

to the endpoint of 1:1 EGTA/Ca++. As Ca++ is added to the

EGTA/HEPES, H+ is released from the EGTA causing the pH to

drop as shown in Figure 3. At the equivalence point (1

EGTA: 1 Ca++), the pH abruptly ceases to drop as

essentially no more H+ can be released by adding Ca++.

The solution can be titrated through the equivalence point

to locate it, and then back titrated with EGTA/HEPES. The
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FIGURE 3
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FIGURE 3

Figure 3 shows the titration of an equimolar EGTA/HEPES

(10 mM) solution with a 260.59 mM Ca++ solution, pH 9.02.

The equivalence point clearly occurs after 3 mls of the

Ca++ solution have been added.
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titration shown in Figure 3 illustrates the sharpness and

existence of an end point and Figure 4 shows the actual

titration and back-titrations used to prepare the standard

1:1 Ca++/EGTA solution. The average of the two endpoints

was used to calculate the Ca++/EGTA concentration. The

concentration of the EGTA/HEPES by gravimetric means was

1.6% greater than the estimate of the EGTA concentration

obtained from the Ca++ titration. In order to verify

independently the EGTA concentration and hence the

Ca++:EGTA titration technique, a solution of EGTA was

titrated with a standard N NaOH solution. This titration

indicated that the gravimetric measurement was an

overestimate of the true EGTA concentration by 2.1%. This

compares well to the 1.6% figure obtained by the calcium

titration. The small difference is probably due to

experimental error and the possibility that the EGTA is

contaminated with a small amount of non-tetraacetic acid,

which titrates with base but does not chelate Ca++.

The standard Ca++ solutions were prepared from the

stock Ca++/EGTA/HEPES solution and the stock EGTA/HEPES

solutionll8,119,151. The final concentration of

EGTA/HEPES (9.8 mM) was kept constant while the quantity

of calcium was varied by varying the ratio of

Ca++/EGTA/HEPES to EGTA/HEPES. Figure 5 shows the

fluorescence emission of 2 uM indo-1 in various standard

Ca++ solutions that were prepared by this technique. The
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FIGURE 4

Figure 4 shows the titration of an equimolar EGTA/HEPES

(20 mM) solution with a 253.13 mM Ca++ solution, pH 9.80.

When the endpoint was reached the EGTA/HEPES/Ca++ solution

was back-titrated through the equivalence point with 20 mM

EGTA/HEPES, pH 10.10 (inset a). The final titration to

the equivalence point with the 253.13 mM Ca++ solution is

shown in inset b. The concentration of Ca++ and EGTA was

calculated using the endpoints from the two titrations

with Ca++.
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FIGURE 5

ECBS solutions with EGTA and Ca++ and 2 uM indo-1 were

prepared to give the indicated free calcium

concentrations. Fluorescent emission spectra were

recorded using an excitation wavelength of 350 nm.
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equation, Kd = (EGTA)*(Ca++)/(EGTA-Ca) = 151 nM (at pH

7.2, 20°C) was used to calculate the free (Ca++) in the

standard solutions1 1l 3. Figure 6 shows the Ca++

concentration of the standard solutions plotted against

the Ca++/Kd calculated from the ratio of indo-1

fluorescent intensities. The Ca++/Kd is given since the

Kd for indo-1 under the conditions used here has not been

published.

C. Indo-1 AM Loading

Since cells were loaded with an esterified form of

indo-1, it was important to verify that the cells

metabolised the dye to the appropriate form120.

Verification was accomplished by loading the cells with

the indicated concentration of dye for the indicated

times, washing them twice with PBS, lysing them by

resuspending them at a concentration of 106 cells/ml in

extracellular buffered salt solution (ECBS) with 0.02%

triton and either 1 mM Ca++ or 5 mM EGTA and thereby

releasing intracellular dye into the supernatant.

Emission spectra were then taken to assess the dye's

fluorescent characteristics in the presence and abscence

of Ca++. Indo-1 AM fluoresces maximally at 445 nm and is

unresponsive to changes in the extracellular calcium

concentration.
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FIGURE 6

The Ca++/Kd was calculated from the 405/480 ratio of the

indo-1 fluorescence spectra of Figure 5 (Kd is for indo-

1). Figure 6 plots this quantity versus the free Ca++

concentration calculated from the EGTA-Ca++ equilibrium.

The linearity of the points shows the ability of indo-1 to

measure the Ca++ ion concentration.
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The indo-1 AM molecule is difficult to synthesizel13.

This was reflected by the fact that the earliest lots

received were not fully metabolizable by 2C cells, a CTL

clone (as judged by spectra of dye released from lysed

cells). Therefore all batches were checked for metabolism

by 2C cells before use in experiments. Lots purchased

later in the study were free of this problem.

Lower concentrations of dye for longer periods of

time seemed to be better metabolized than higher

concentrations for shorter times. In general the lowest

concentration of indo-1 AM that could be used with a

given cell line was limited by cellular autofluorescence

and nonspecific dye leakage. Tumor cells leaked the dye

faster than T cells and were generally incubated first in

3-5 uM indo-1 AM for 1.5 hours and then for 0.5 to 1.5

hours in the absence of the dye. CTLs were incubated

first with and then without 0.5-1.5 uM indo-1 AM for the

same time periods. The general procedure for loading

cells consisted of:

1. Initial loading with the dye in RPMI + 45 mM HEPES,

370C, 5% C02 incubator.

2. Wash 1X

3. A final incubation without indo-1 AM in K medium,

370C

The second incubation without indo-1 AM was to allow time

for unmetabolized dye to be metabolized or to diffuse back
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into the extracellular medium.

As shown in Figure 7, the T cell clone, 2C, appeared

to fully metabolize the dye. Lysates of these cells in 1

mM Ca++ had a peak fluorescence at 405 nm and those in 5

mM EGTA a peak at 460 nm. There is no peak or shoulder at

445 nm indicating that the dye is well metabolized. The

unmetabolized dye fluoresces maximally at 445 nm. But

such a shoulder was seen in lysates of some tumor cells

indicating that a substantial fraction of the dye was

still esterified (Figure 8). While this shoulder may

effect quantitative estimates of the ICF Ca++, it does not

effect qualitative changes in the 405/480 ratio. When

intact Yac-l cells were incubated with 3 uM ionomycin in

the presence of 5 mM EGTA or 1 mM Ca++, resulting in low

and high intracellular calcium concentrations, the 405/480

ratio was 0.28 and 2.6, respectively by flow cytometry.

These numbers are almost identical to the maximum and

minimum ratio obtained with 2C cells under similar

conditions. These results demonstrated the feasibility of

using the 405/480 ratio to measure the intracellular free

calcium concentrations.

D. Calculation of Intracellular Dye Concentration

High intracellular dye concentrations can buffer

(Ca++) changes28,114,121. A buffering effect in Jurkat
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FIGURE 7

2C were loaded with 1.5 uM indo-1 AM and then lysed at a

concentration of 106 cells/ml in ECBS with 0.02% triton

and either 1 mM Ca++ or 5 mM EGTA. Cell lysate solutions

were excited at 350 nm and emission spectra were recorded

between 400 and 500 nm. Emission spectra of cells not

loaded with indo-1 and lysed under the same conditions

were also taken (blank sample). Figure 7 displays the

spectra of dye loaded and lysed cells after subtraction of

the blank sample. Neither curve has a shoulder 445 nm

indicating that little indo-l AM is present.
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FIGURE 8

Figure 8 was constructed in the same way as Figure 7 using

Yac-1 cells loaded with 5 uM indo-l AM. The curve with 1

mM Ca++ shows a shoulder at 440 nm indicating that indo-1

AM is present in the solution.
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cells was substantial with quin-2 at 780 pMoles/106 cells

but negligible with the dye at 60 pMoles/106 cells28 . It

is therefore important to estimate the intracellular dye

concentration. This concentration was measured in 2C

cells after loading them with 1, 2, and 5 uM indo-1 AM

(using the standard loading procedure previously

described). The cells were lysed with 0.02% triton in

ECBS solution containing either 3 mM EGTA or 1 mM Ca++.

The spectra of these cells was then compared to standards

made from the potassium salt of indo-1. The fluorescence

was measured at 480 nm for samples in EGTA and at 405 nm

for samples in Ca++ was measured. The two values were

averaged and compared to the same value for the standards.

Figure 9 shows the standard curve and the fluorescent

intensity of the lysed cells (corrected for cell

concentration). The quantity of dye per 106 cells

calculated from the standard curve is displayed in the

following table

Table 2

Intracellular dye concentration

Indo-1 AM loading pMoles/106 cells

luM 40, 26

2uM 68

5uM 148
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FIGURE 9

Figure 9 shows an indo-1 standard curve. The points

represented by an X were obtained from indo-1 solutions of

known concentration excited at 350 nm. The points

represented by an O are the fluorescent intensities

measured from cell lysates (106cells/ml) after background

subtraction. The x-axis of these points was used to

calculate the intracellular indo-1 concentration.
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Assuming a radius as indicated, the cells are calculated

to have the following intracellular dye concentration.

Table 3

Intracellular dye concentration

Indo-1 AM loading radius = 5um 8um

luM 70, 46 uM 17, 11 uM

2uM 120 uM 29 uM

5uM 260 uM 63 uM

If the T cell clones and Jurkat cells have similar

intracellular volumes, the intracellular dye in the 2C

cells should have had no significant buffering effect 28.

It is not unreasonable to assume that the Jurkat cells and

T cell clones have similar volumes since the T cells are

blasts and microscopically appear as large as most tumor

cell lines. Based on these results lymphocytes were

loaded for all experiments with dye at 0.5-1.5 uM and

other cell lines were loaded with indo-1 AM at

concentrations that gave them approximately the same

fluorescence intensity as 2C cells loaded at 1 uM. Tumor

cells were loaded at 3-5 uM; the need for a higher loading

concentration with tumor cells may have been due to slower

uptake and metabolism of the dye and a higher leakage

rate. These intracellular dye concentrations give very

minimal buffering according to Imboden et al and as
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evident (see Figure 25 below) by the rapid rise and

recovery of the intracellular calcium level in tumors in

respose to lytic granules (<30 seconds for P815 cells)23.

E. Effect of Calcium Chelating Dyes on Cellular Function

and Death

It is important to know whether intracellular indo-1

(and quin-2) affected the cellular events that were being

measured. Figures 10, 11, and 12 show that intracellular

quin-2 and indo-1 had no effect on:

1. The ability of P815-indo-1 cells to be

killed by 2C cells.

2. The ability of RDM4-quin-2 cells to be

lysed by cytotoxic granules.

3. The ability of 2C-indo-1 cells and 2.1.1

-indo-1 cells (both CTLs) to kill P815 cells.

In addition indo-1 had no effect on lysis of RDM4 cells by

cytotoxic granules, and quin-2 had no effect on the lysis

of RDM4, P815, and Yac-1 cells by granules or ionomycin.

In particular, we looked for the effect described by

Carney et al with complement1 21. They showed that high

levels of intracellular quin-2 enhanced the susceptibility

of cells to complement lysis by abolishing a sharp rise in

intracellular calcium. The spike in calcium was thought

to be a signal initiating membrane repair. That these
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FIGURE 10

P815-Cr51 cells were loaded with indo-1 AM at the

concentrations indicated in the upper corner of the graph.

The ability of 2C to kill these dye-loaded cells was

measured at E:T ratios of 1, 5, and 10.
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FIGURE 11

RDM4-Cr51 cells were loaded with either 0 or 30 uM quin-2

AM. Figure 11 shows the susceptibility of the cells to

cytolytic granules isolated from 3H2 cells.
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FIGURE 12

2C and 2.1.1 cells were loaded with indo-1 AM at the

indicated concentrations. The ability of these dye-loaded

cells to kill P815-Cr51 cells was measured at E:T ratios

of 1, 5, and 10.
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results are in disagreement with those reported here is

not surprising since complement and CTLs appear to cause

cell death in different ways. In addition the buffering

capacity of these dyes is exhausted in a very short time

(<2-3 minutes) even at very high intracellular

concentrations of dye28. The calcium influx can be

blunted briefly but not prevented, and death due to a

calcium influx would likewise not be prevented. Indo-1 AM

loading concentrations for experiments were usually 1-5

uM, much less than the peak concentration of 20 uM used in

the above experiments.
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IV. Flow Cytometry

A. Introduction

Flow cytometry allows measurements to be made on

large numbers of individual cells122 ,15 8. As shown in

Figure 13, cells flow in single file in a central fluid

core surrounded by a sheath fluid; the latter fluid flows

in a laminar pattern, maintaining the position of the

cells in the center of the fluid stream. The cells are

illuminated by light sources (usually arc lamps or lasers)

that are focussed to a spot slightly larger than the cell.

Light is then scattered and fluoresced from the cell. The

signal is processed with filters, and dichroics and imaged

onto detectors, photomultiplier tubes (PMTs) or

photodiodes. The electronic information is amplified, and

processedl24. Feature extraction generally consists of

"gating" and simple calculations but may be quite

sophisticatedl23. Data is usually displayed as histograms

of light intensity vs cell number or X-Y plots between

other parameters.

Flow cytometry offers many advantages. It is capable

of examining large numbers of cells in a very short time

(typically 100-400 cells/second.) Cells are interrogated

individually so that population distributions instead of

population averages are recorded. Multiple measurements

can be recorded for each cell simply by using dichroics,
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FIGURE 13

Figure 13 shows the orientation of the light sources

(lasers) to the the light collection pathways in flow

cytometry.
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mirrors and more than one detector. Correlations between

two or more different events can then be established.

Errors due to leakage of dye into the extracellular media

can be eliminated by electronic processing e.g.

"background subtracters." For these reasons it is an

excellent tool for identifying subpopulations of cells.

These subpopulations can then be separated from other

cells electronically or physically. Electronic separation

is done by "gating," which allows one to select a subset

of cells and examine their properties independently from

the total population of cells. Physical isolation

involves sorting which uses a piezoelectric transducer and

electrically charged plates to break the flow stream into

charged droplets and direct them to the appropriate

container125.

B. Flow Cytometry System and Set-Up

Flow cytometry was done with a Systems 50H

Cytofluorograph from Ortho Diagnostic Systems linked to a

2150 computer. Indo-1 was excited with the 351-364 nm

lines (70 mW) of a 5 watt, Coherent argon ion laser.

Measurements of indo-1 alone used a blue reflecting

dichroic (50% at 455 nm) to split the 405 and 480 nm

fluorescent signals. The 405 nm signal was then collected

using a 393-409 nm bandpass filter and the 480 nm signal

with a 440-495 bandpass filter. Forward scatter was
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collected using a blue reflecting dichroic (50% at 500

nm). The selection of these filters is discussed in the

next section. The physical set-up of the flow cytometer

is illustrated in Figure 14.

The UV forward scatter signal was used to gate debris

from cells (Figure 15a). Cells meeting the forward

scatter gate i.e. within window 1 of the forward scatter

histogram, were displayed on a cytogram or plot of 405 nm

fluorescence vs 480 nm fluorescence. Region 1 of the 405

vs 480 plot served as a gate for the ratio histogram

(Figure 15b). This gate prevented unstained cells or

cells with low quantities of indo-1 from being displayed

on the ratio histogram. The ratio of the 405 fluorescence

to the 480 fluorescence of all cells passing through the

two gates was calculated digitally, multipled by 300, and

displayed on the ratio histogram. The factor of 300 was

used so the ratio would fit on the fixed scale (1-1000) of

the histogram. Linear axes were used for all data.

Optical alignment of the flow cytometer was

accomplished prior to every experiment with fluorescent

beads. Initial alignment used 3 um diameter, UV-excited,

green-fluorescent beads. With the 405 and 480 filters

removed, the green fluorescence and UV right angle scatter

signal of the beads could be used to optimize the signal

received by the 405 and 480 PMT. In addition the forward

scatter signal of the beads was used to align the optics
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FIGURE 14

Figure 14 shows the light paths, and filter and dichroic

placement for indo-1 measurements on the flow cytometer.
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FIGURE 15

Figure 15a is a histogram of the forward scatter

intensities of indo-1 loaded 2C cells. Region 1 indicated

by the line on the graph is the gate. For this example,

objects with a forward scatter intensity between 100 and

1000 were used for measurements of the 405 and 480 nm

fluorescence intensities. Figure 15b is a graph of the

405 nm fluorescence intensity (y-axis) versus the 480 nm

fluorescence intensity (x-axis). Each dot represents a

cell so that darker areas indicate a higher density of

cells. Region 1, the large box, is the indo-1 gate. A

405/480 ratio is calculated only for cells with a 405 and

480 fluorescent intensity inside the box. A circular

region for this gate rather than a box was used for

experiments. This is seen in later figures.
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leading to the forward scatter PMT. These beads were used

for initial alignment because they have a tighter

distribution in size and fluorescent intensity than do

cells or reticulocyte beads. The latter were originally

designed as alignment standards for the detection of

immature red blood cells containing ribosomes, i.e.

reticulocytes. Because of their size (10 um diameter) and

fluorescence between 360 and 500 nm when UV excited, the

reticulocyte beads proved to be excellent tools for

alignment of the flow cytometer prior to indo-1

measurements. Figure 16 shows the spectra of these beads

when excited at 350 nm. Their intensities at 405 and 480

nm are similar to those of indo-1 stained cells; hence

they allow the PMT gains to be set close to that used for

cells. Figure 17 shows the 405 vs 480 nm cytogram and

ratio histogram of reticulocyte beads at gain settings

used for 2.1.1 cells that were loaded with indo-1 AM at 1

uM.

C. Indo-1 Filter Selection

Filters for flow cytometry were selected to split and

bracket the 405 and 480 nm emission wavelengths. A

dichroic with the following properties was chosen to

direct the incoming light to the appropriate PMT, 470nm-

99% transmittance, 455nm- 50% transmittance and

reflectance, 400nm- 99% reflectance. Several filters were
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FIGURE 16

Reticulocyte beads were diluted into distilled water and

excited at 350 nm in a spectrofluorimeter. Figure 16

shows the fluorescent emission spectra.
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FIGURE 17
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FIGURE 17

The upper half of Figure 17 shows histograms of the 405

and 480 (or 490) fluorescent intensities of the-

reticulocyte beads. The lower half shows a plot of the

405 vs 480 fluorescent intensity and a histogram of the

405/480 ratio. These measurements were made with the same

flow cytometric set-up described for measurements of indo-

1 in cells.
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evaluated to be used directly in front of the PMTs to

further filter the incoming light. These filters had the

following transmittance characteristics:

Table 4

405 filters 480 filters

1. 393-409 nm 1. 440-495 nm

2. 360-500 nm 2. 480-494 nm

3. > 389 nm

The filters were evaluated by flowing indo-1 dye in either

Ca++ or EGTA through the flow cell and measuring the PMT

voltages. Rmin and Rmax were calculated and filters

giving the widest separation between Rmin and Rmax were

selected for use. For the 405 channel, the 393-409 nm

bandpass was clearly superior to the others. The two 480

filters were roughly equivalent and the 440-495 filter was

used for all experiments.

D. Effect of Indo-1 AM Loading Concentration on Maximum

and Minimum Ratio

Excessive or insufficient intracellular dye can

effect the ratio measurements. Too little will cause

excessive background noise from the light scatter and

autofluorescence of cells. Light scatter will primarily

effect the 405 nm signal since it is closest to the 350-

360 nm excitation wavelength. UV excited autofluorescence

is due to nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide (NADH) and
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flavin fluorescence (riboflavin, coenzymes, proteins)126 -

128. The NADH emission peak occurs at 445 nm and in

cells is 50-100 times stronger than the flavin peak which

occurs at 520 nm. On the flow cytometer unstained cells

had a low 405/480 ratio (0.33) that was unresponsive to

changes in ICF Ca++. Excessive dye loading may result in

unmetabolized dye, with a peak fluorescence at 445 nm.

Since a narrow 405 nm filter (393-409) but a wide 480

filter (-455-495) was used, unmetabolised dye would result

in an artificial increase in the 480 nm signal over the

405 signal and a ratio which would be unresponsive to

changes in ICF Ca++.

To assess the optimal concentration range for loading

cells, 2C cells were incubated with indo-1 AM at varying

concentrations and the ratio in the presence of 4 uM

ionomycin and either 3mM EGTA or mM Ca++ was recorded.

Since the samples varied greatly in intensity, a single

PMT gain could not be used for all of them. Instead the

gains were adjusted so that the brightest cells extended

approximately to the end of the 405 and 480 nm intensity

ranges. Table 5 shows the ratio and indo-1 AM

concentrations.
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Table 5

Indo-1 AM Mean CV = coefficient of

Concentration Ratio variation of ratio

histogram peak

5mM EGTA 1mM Ca++ 5 mM EGTA 1mM Ca++

5.0uM 0.48 2.13 29.8 17.6

2.5uM 0.47 2.29 26.6 16.4

1.0uM 0.52 2.40 27.5 16.0

0.5uM 0.54 2.26 29.4 18.0

Given the subjectiveness of the gain settings, there is

little variation in the ratios for the concentrations

used. Also the CV, a measure of the tightness of the

distribution, is approximately the same. So at least for

2C cells indo-1 can be loaded successfully over a large

range of concentrations.

E. Flow Cytometry Controls for Cells

Prior to every experiment, cells were tested for

indo-1 dye metabolism by resuspending 5X105 cells in 1 ml

of ECBS solution containing either 1 mM CaC12 or 5 mM EGTA

and 2-7 uM ionomycin. Ionomycin is a Ca++ ionophore and

is described in a later section. The cells were checked

to make sure that those in 1 mM calcium had a high ratio

and those in 5 mM EGTA had a low ratio. These cells and

an unstained aliquot of cells were used to set the gate on
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the 405 vs 480 plot and the PMT gains for the 405 and 480

fluorescence and forward scatter signal. These gains were

set so that less 1% of the unstained cells entered the 405

vs 480 nm gate. In addition, the 405 and 480 fluorescent

intensities were set so that the 405/480 ratio*300 for

cells in EGTA and ionomycin was approximately 100 (R =

0.3) and for cells in 1 mM Ca++ and ionomycin was

approximately 700 (R = 2.3). This procedure helped to

insure that the ratio corresponded to roughly the same

calcium level from experiment to experiment.

Figure 18 compares P815 cells that had been loaded or

not loaded with 5 uM indo-1. Figure 18a shows cells that

have received no indo-1 AM. Only 12 of 10,000 cells

escape the 405 vs 480 gate to appear on the ratio graph.

Figure 18b shows indo-l-loaded cells in ECBS solution with

1 mM Ca++ but no ionomycin. These cells had a normal

intracellular Ca++ level and a mean ratio of 0.77. In

Figure 18c indo-l-loaded cells were placed in buffered

salt solution with mM Ca++ and 7 uM ionomycin and

immediately examined in the flow cytometer. These cells

had a very high intracellular Ca++ and a mean ratio of

2.5. Figure 18d shows the effect of placing the indo-1-

loaded cells in buffered salt solution with 5 mM EGTA: the

result was a low intracellular Ca++ and a mean ratio of

0.28. All of the tumor cells examined responded to

ionomycin in the same way as the P815 cells. T cell
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FIGURE 18 (a., b.)
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FIGURE 18 (c., d.)
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FIGURE 18

Figure 18a shows the 405 and 480 fluorescent signals from

unstained P815 cells, while Figure 18b shows the

fluorescence of indo-1 (3 uM) stained P815 cells. Figure

18c and 18d show the 405 and 480 fluorescence of indo-1

loaded P815 cells with ionomycin (5 uM) in the presence or

absence of extracellular calcium. The left most graphs

are cytograms of the 405 versus 480 fluorescence while the

right-hand graphs are histograms of (405/480)*300. The

factor of 300 is used so that the ratio will fit on the

fixed scale of the graph.
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clones, however, often gave a very heterogeneous response

to ionomycin. This has been noted by others in peripheral

blood lymphocytes1 14. To verify that the indo-1 was

properly metabolized, 2C cells (a cloned T cell line) were

lysed in media with and without Ca++ and emission spectra

were determined on a spectroflourimeter (excitation = 350

nm). The indo-1 fluorescence did not differ from that

shown previously (Figure 7).

F. Indo-1 Can Be Used As A Vital Stain With Flow Cytometry

Vital stains are dyes that are taken up and

metabolised by living not dead cells; the dyes leak out of

the cell upon cell death122. Hence they are often used to

distinguish living from dead cells. Fluorescein diacetate

is one of the most commonly used fluorescent vital stains.

In the uncharged, esterified form, this dye, like indo-1

AM, permeates into cells31, 110. Upon entry into the cell,

it is deesterified and converted into a charged molecule

that is trapped intracellularly. The use of a vital dye

to record measurements insures that recordings are made

only on living cells.

Flow cytometry takes advantage of these properties of

vital dyes. As stated, a gate on the 405 vs 480 nm

fluorescent intensity plot can be used to remove cells

which have no or very little indo-1 dye. Thus a ratio

measurement is performed only on intact cells that have
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not developed a substantial leak of indo-1. Dye leakage

into the extracellular medium does not introduce errors

since the flow cytometer circuitry contains a "background

subtracter" and is designed to be used with fluorescent

dyes free in the media, e.g. as with acridine orange or

membrane potential dyes. In contrast, dye leakage can not

be ignored and results in erroneous data in a

spectrofluorimeter.

We confirmed that indo-1 acts as a vital dye, since

cytolytic agents caused cells to disappear from the sample

population staining positive for indo-1, but not from the

forward scatter population. Indo-l-loaded cells that were

lysed in 0.02%-0.001% triton did not appear on the ratio

histogram although the signals due to intact nuclei still

pass through the forward scatter gate. Also addition of

lytic doses of CTL granules or ionomycin caused the number

of cells appearing on the ratio histogram per minute to

decrease rapidly while running at a constant flow rate

(Figure 19). This was not due to sedimentation or

nonspecific dye leakage since cells not receiving

ionomycin or granules, or cells resistant to the granules

did not undergo this decrease. As shown the number of

cells entering the forward scatter gate remained constant

so that the loss could not be attributed to this gate

(Figure 20). Indo-1 dye leakage as measured in a

spectrofluorometer (by analyzing the supernatant of
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FIGURE 19

Yac-1 cells were loaded with 5 uM indo-1 AM. 3H2

granules, ionomycin, or nothing was added to the cells and

data collected continuosly for 10 minutes as described in

the methods section. The number of cells entering the 405

versus 480 gate was measured for each minute and expressed

as the % of the average number of cells in minutes 1 and

2. Control 1 (received nothing) and was the first sample

run on the flow cytometer while control 2 was the last

sample run. 10 uM ionomycin and 50 ul of this granule

batch caused 70% or greater Yac 1 cell death as measured

in a Cr51 release assay.
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FIGURE 20
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FIGURE 20

Figure 20 shows the percent of events making the forward

scatter gate for the data of Figure 19. It was

constructed in the same way as Figure 19 but using the

number of cells entering the forward scatter gate.
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cells) appeared to parallel Cr51 release although, this

was difficult to measure since the amount of nonspecific

dye leakage from cells over the 1.5-2 hour assay time used

could be as high as 40% (Figure 21).
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FIGURE 21
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FIGURE 21

Figure 21 compares the rate of Cr51 to indo-1 release from

2C cells. 2C cells were loaded with Cr51 or 1 uM indo-1

AM. The cells were exposed to 1, 2, or 5 uM ionomycin in

ECBS with 1 mM Ca++ or 5 mM EGTA. Ionomycin is

significantly more toxic in the presence of extracellular

calcium (see section on ionophore toxicity). The Cr51

release was measured 1 hour after the addition of

ionomycin and the percent specific release was calculated

using the formula in the Cr51 release methods section.

Nonspecific Cr51 release was < 5% while nonspecific indo-1

leakage was 40% (during the 1.5-2 hours of the assay).
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G. Flow Cytometry Standardization

The 405/480 ratio, R, is nonlinearly related to the

free calcium ion concentration. To calculate [Ca++] from

this ratio, the constants, Rmin, Rmax, and S in equation

19 must be determined from the instrumental set-up. In

the case of a spectrofluorimeter these constants are

usually calculated by lysing the cells in media with and

without Ca++ 110. However, in a flow cytometer, the

constants cannot be calculated in this manner since the

electronics are designed to detect and measure attributes

of pulses (and not a constant voltage or current). In

addition one would not want to run lysed cells through a

flow cytometer since the proteins, etc. often form

aggregates that could clog the machine.

Previous investigators have either measured these

constants in a spectrofluorimeter and assumed that they

carry over to the flow cytometer or simply not calculated

the actual Ca++ concentrationll4,117,130,162. These

assumptions may not produce a good estimate of the calcium

level. It is clear that these constants are not

necessarily the same in the flow cytometer and

spectrofluorimeter. Flow cytometers, unlike

spectrofluorimeters, use one or more narrow laser lines

for excitation; they also use dichroics and filters, not

gratings, to select emission wavelengths, and have

separate photomultiplier tubes (i.e. different gains) for
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the 405 and 480 measurements. Rabinovitch et al measured

R and Rmax for resting lymphocytes in a flow cytometer and

spectrofluorimeter130. Since the numbers were similar in

both instruments, it was assumed that Rmin and S would be

the same. While this is a closer approximation than just

simply assuming all three are identical, it ignores the

independence of the 3 constants, Rmin, Rmax, and S. For

example, Table 6 shows three cases where Rmin and Rmax

are identical but S varies significantly.

Table 6

F405,free F405,sat'd F480,free F480,sat'd Rmin Rmax S
2 3 4 1 0.5 3 4

1.5 4 3 1.3 0.5 3 3

1 3 2 1 0.5 3 2

F480,free and F480,sat'd may not be related by the same

proportionality constant in flow cytometry and

spectrofluorimetry since they are affected by excitation

wavelengths, lense properties, and cut-off characteristics

of filters. In addition these constants may be different

for different cell lines because: 1. small amounts of

unmetabolised dye may be present in some cells, 2.

cellular autofluorescence may be different, and 3. the

intracellular milieu may vary. Finally, it may not be

possible, desirable, or optimal to adjust the flow
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cytometer so that all constants are equivalent to that of

a spectrofluorimeter.

For these reasons, I attempted to find the

calibration constants directly from the flow cytometer.

It would be best if the intracellular free calcium of

intact cells could be completely equilibrated with the

extracellular solution so that indo-l-loaded 2C cells

could be used as standards. This was attempted using

indo-1 loaded 2C cells placed in media of varying calcium

concentrations and 1 uM ionomycin. Figure 22 is a set of

spectra obtained from these cells in 0, 50, 100, 200, 450,

600, or 39,000 nM extracellular calcium. Between 0-600 nM

the cells maintain a constant intracellular calcium

irrespective of the extracellular calcium level. Only at

39 uM [Ca++] did the curve shift slightly. The dotted

lines show lysed cells proving that the dye has been

properly metabolised. Addition of 0.1% or 0.2% azide to

cells with ionomycin did not lead to equlibration of intra

and extracellular calcium, because it caused accelerated

dye leakage and cell death. (The azide was added to

inhibit ATP production thus disabling the cells ability to

pump calcium out of the cell).

Since intact cells could not be used as standards, we

tried to use the flow cytometer as a spectrofluorimeter

e.g. to make measurements on free dye. It is best to use

dye from lysed cells since the dye may not be 100%
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FIGURE 22

2C cells were loaded with 1 uM indo-1 AM. The solid lines

show cells (106/ml) placed in ECBS solutions with 1 uM

ionomycin and varying levels of extracellular free Ca++.

These solutions were made using the EGTA-Ca++ buffers

described in the methods section. The dotted lines show

cells (at a lower concentration) that were lysed with

0.02% triton. Excitation was at 350 nm.
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metabolised and the signal may be affected by cellular

proteins. In the flow cytometer this is not possible due

to problems related to clogging and the inability to get

sufficiently high concentrations of dye from lysed cells.

For these reasons measurements were made on the potassium

salt of indo-1 in solutions designed to mimic the

concentrations of intracellular ions (i.e. intracellular

buffered salt solution). One cannot simply run dye and

measure the final electronic output since flow cytometers

are designed to make measurements on pulses and in

addition have "background subtracter" circuitry. This

circuitry measures the fluorescence of the extracellular

medium and subtracts it from the cellular fluorescence.

Therefore one must measure the DC voltage of the PMTs.

Since the preamplifiers contain part of the "background

subtracter," the voltage cannot be measured from them and

they must be disconnected from the PMTs and replaced with

a constant load. In this case, a one megaohm resistor was

connected in parallel with a voltmeter and the PMT.

Initial measurements, made in this fashion (by running dye

solutions) produced a PMT voltage that slowly drifted

upward. This was not due to PMT instability since shining

a light of constant intensity into the PMT produced a

constant PMT voltage. Therefore, it was suspected that

dye was slowly diffusing out of the core stream and into

the sheath fluid where it was being trapped. Clamping the
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sheath fluid line so that the entire flow cell filled with

dye produced a constant PMT voltage. In order to check

the validity of this procedure and the linearity of the

system in the voltage ranges used, serial dilutions of

fluorescein were run through the flow cell and the PMT

voltage recorded. The results are shown:

Table 7

fluorescein dilution PMT voltage

ddH2O -0.5mV

1/400 -60mV

1/200 -116mV

1/100 -257mV

1/50 -530mV

1/10 -2470mV

These results were also verified using varying

concentrations of the potassium salt of indo-1.

The next goal was to calibrate the flow cytometer

using the indo-1 dye with the same gains and filters used

for actual cells. Indo-1 AM loaded cells in ECBS with

ionomycin and either 5mM EGTA or mM CA++ were used to set

the gains for the 405 and 480 nm PMTs. It was not

possible to simply reconnect the PMTs to the 1 megaohm

load, run indo-1 dye, and measure the voltage. This was

because the preamps and flow cytometry circuitry were

different for the 405 and 480 signal and so introduced

different amplication factors into the signal. While
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hardware components and design may be the same for two

circuits, the circuits never behave identically due to

variations in the specifications of the actual electrical

elements. This was verified by running standard

fluorescent beads through the flow cytometer and measuring

their mean fluorescent intensity. Switching either the

preamp cards or other circuitry but not the PMT or PMT

gain caused the mean fluorescent intensity to vary, often

considerably. For this reason the following protocal was

used for calculating the standardization constants:

1. Set the 405 gain (PMT2) and 480 gain (PMT1) using

indo-1 loaded cells.

2. Run the reticulocyte beads and record the mean 405

fluorescence, mean 480 fluorescence, and 480 gain

(PMT1).

3. Move PMT1 to record the 405 signal.

4. Run the reticulocyte beads and adjust the gain of

PMT1 so that the mean 405 fluorescence is the same

as in step 2 (when it was being received by PMT2).

Record this 405 (PMT1) gain.

5. Connect PMT1 to the voltmeter and 1 megaohm load.

6. Run solutions of indo-1 dye recording all voltages

off PMT1. When recording the 405 fluorescence use

the 405 (PMT1) gain and when recording 480

fluorescence use the 480 (PMT1) gain.

This technique could theoretically be repeated for each
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experiment but it is far easier to use the reticulocyte

beads as standards. The calibration constants would then

be known for a given reticulocyte bead 405 and 480

fluorescences.

This calibration technique was used for two

experiments each with a different CTL cell line, 2C or

2.1.1. For these CTL clones, there were always two

nonoverlapping groups of cells: a very large group with a

low calcium level (referred to as a resting population)

and a small group with a higher calcium level. The total

population refers to the average calcium of all cells.

The results were as follows:

Table 8

Experiment 1- 2C cells loaded with 1 uM indo-1 AM.

Rmin = 0.075 + 0.001

Rmax = 2.39 + 0.05

S = 3.52 + 0.07

2C cells- Resting population (Ca++) = 257 + 20 nM

Total population (Ca++) = 380 + 11 nM

+ 1 uM ionomycin (Ca++) = 1160 nM

Experiment 2- 2.1.1 cells loaded with 1 uM indo-1 AM

Rmin = 0.082 + 0.003

Rmax = 2.59 + 0.05

S = 3.51 + 0.32
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2.1.1 cells- Resting population (Ca++) = 302 + 7 nM

Total population (Ca++) = 700 + 21 nM

+ 1 uM ionomycin (Ca++) = 1183 nM

The samples in 1 uM iononmycin consisted of cells in ECBS

with 1 mM Ca++ and 1 uM ionomycin; the value reported is

the highest average calcium level attained by those cells.

Figure 23 shows the calibration curve between the ICF Ca++

and ratio for these two experiments. Since the gains on

the 405 and 480 PMTs were set so that the control cells in

ionomycin and 1 mM Ca++ or 5 mM EGTA had nearly the same

ratio from experiment to experiment, this graph provides

approximate values for ICF Ca++ concentrations in the

remainder of this thesis.

These ICF Ca++ values are higher than the

approximately 100 nM value that is generally reported in

the literature for T cell clones25, 2 8,114 ,13 1 ,153 . For

this reason the mean calcium ion concentration of 2C was

measured in a spectrofluorimeter using indo-1 and quin-2.

2C loaded with 5 uM indo-1 had a ICF ca++ of 76 + 7 nM.

2C loaded with 20 uM quin-2 gave a resting Ca++ level of

106 + 10 nM and a peak Ca++ level of 1027 nM with 1 uM

ionomycin. The equation relating quin-2 fluorescence to

Ca++ is:
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FIGURE 23
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FIGURE 23

Figure 23 shows the calibration curve between the 405/480

ratio and the ICF Ca++ concentration for the experiments

with 2C and 2.1.1 cells (see text).
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(Ca++) = Kd *(F-Fmin)

(Fmax-F)

Kd = 115 nM 116

F = test solution fluorescence

Fmin = quin-2 fluorescence with

total calcium = 0

Fmax = quin-2 fluorescence with

saturating calcium

This equation was derived in a way similar to the indo-1

equation (see section on Indo-1 Properties)116. The

constants Fmin and Fmax for quin-2 and Rmin, Rmax, and S

for indo-1 were determined by lysing dye-loaded cells with

0.02% triton in the presence or absence of calcium.

For calculations made in a spectrofluorimeter, it is

possible to subtract the background noise and

autofluorescence using unstained cells. This is not

possible in a flow cytometer. Autofluorescence and

background noise will cause the greatest error in the

calculated Ca++ concentration whenever one of the signals

is at a minimum. At the low Ca++ levels found in resting

lymphocytes, the 405 signal is close to its minimum, which

may explain why the resting calcium levels reported here

are higher than those based on spectrofluorimetric

measurments reported in the literature. However in

experiments to determine the optimal dye loading
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concentrations, higher concentrations of dye did not

change the ratio (previous section). This suggests that

the errors in the flow cytometric measurements of calcium

are not due to autofluorescence. Since the calibration

procedure is complicated and attempts to use the flow

cytometer in an inappropriate way, it is the most likely

source of error. Flow cytometric measurements of indo-1

are useful as an approximate rather than precise measure

of ICF Ca++. This technique, however, is a very accurate

and sensitive indicator of changes in the ICF Ca++

concentration.
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V. Effect of CTL Granules on the Intracellular Calcium of

Target Cells

A. Introduction

Membrane-bound cytoplasmic granules have been found

in various kinds of cytolytic lymphocytes (CTL, NK cells,

and "large granular lymphocytes"), and the presence of

these granules correlates well, although not perfectly,

with lytic activity3,39,41,44,70,71. Granules isolated

from murine CTL, NK, LGL, and LAK cells are capable of

lysing red blood cells and tumor cells in the presence of

calcium3,37-40,43,4 6. Like cytolytic lymphocytes, the

granules can form circular lesions (diameter = 160 A) in

the membranes of target cells3,38,41. The granules

contain (at least) two serine esterases, perforin (also

called cytolysin), and lysosomal enzymes. Purified

perforin, which resembles complement factor nine (C9),

forms circular membrane lesions in lipid bilayers and is

capable of lysing tumor cells in the presence of

calcium39,41,42,44-46,70, 71 . Granules and perforin

depolarize the membrane of nucleated cells and cause ion

and marker release (COF, EGTA, Tris) from liposomes or

lipid bilayers38,41,42.

According to a widely recognized model, when a CTL

adheres to and recognizes a target cell's antigens,

granules in the CTL's cytoplasm migrate towards the target
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cell and are released into the extracellular space between

the adherent cells3,42, 51,133. Since the isolated

granules are cytolytic, it is reasonable to expect that

they will mimic all essential features of the CTL's

cytolytic mechanisms. Use of isolated granules has the

additional advantages that they bypass the recognition and

activation phase of CTLs and they can be frozen, greatly

simplifying the experimental system. We used granules

isolated from the murine CTL clones, G4, 3H2, and 3C11 to

investigate the idea that increased ICF Ca++ waa the

primary mode of target cell death.

B. Effect of Granules on Tumor Cells

We measured the intracellular changes in calcium in

a variety of tumor cells after they were exposed to lytic

granules from cytolytic T cells. P815 cells were loaded

with 3 uM indo-1 AM and then given a sublytic dose of 3H2

granules (< 5% Cr51 release.) As shown in Figure 24, the

P815s responded with a rapid influx of calcium in less

than the 30 seconds that elapsed between adding the

granules to a cell suspension and appearance of the cells

in front of the laser beam. The ICF calcium rises to

where it saturates the intracellular indo-1 (as determined

with ionomycin) in less than one minute, and then begins

to decrease immediately, falling to the levels in resting

cells within three minutes. No subpopulations of P815
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FIGURE 24 (pt. 2)
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FIGURE 24

P815 cells were loaded with 3 uM indo-1 AM and resuspended

in ECBS with 1 mM Ca++. Figure 24 shows the ratio

measurements before and after addition of a "sublytic"

quantity of 3H2 granules. The "sublytic" concentration of

granules was determined by: a. measuring the Cr51 release

of P815 cells after addition of serial dilutions of

granules and, b. graphically determining the maximum dose

of granules that caused no P815 cell lysis. This

"sublytic" concentration for P815 cells was determined for

every batch of granules and is the granule concentration

used for Figures 24-35.
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tumor cells were observed to be unresponsive to the

granules i.e. by not having an increased intracellular

free calcium. Other tumor cell lines tested (EL4, S49,

RDM4, Yac 1) behaved similarly with an immediate rise in

calcium and recovery within 10 minutes (Figures 25-28).

The magnitude of the granule-induced increase in calcium

appeared to depend on the granule dose (Figure 29). When

P815, RDM4, and Yac 1 cells were exposed to a lytic dose

of granules (> 50% Cr51 release), some cells were still

able to recover, returning to a normal calcium level

within 5-10 minutes, although as discussed earlier the

number of cells no longer able to meet the 405 vs 480

gate, due to leaking dye, increases rapidly.
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FIGURES 25-28

Figures 25-28 show EL4, S49, RDM4, and Yac 1 cells loaded

with 3-5 uM indo-1 AM and resuspended in ECBS with 1 mM

Ca++. The 405/480 ratio is plotted over time for samples

with and without a dose of cytolytic granules identical to

that received by the P815 cells in Figure 24. E14 cells

received granules isolated from 3H2 cells while S49, RDM4,

and Yac-1 cells received 3C11 granules.
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FIGURE 29

P815 cells were loaded with 5 uM indo-l AM and resuspended

in ECBS with 1 mM Ca++. The 405/480 ratio is graphed over

time for samples with and without 3H2 granules. The 2X

sample was sublytic to P815 (see legend, Figure 24).
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C. Effect of Granules on Cloned T Cell Lines

It has recently been recognized that CTL clones are

more resistant than tumor cells to the cytolytic effects

of CTLs or their isolated granules6 7,68. We measured the

ICF Ca++ level in these resistant cells after addition of

cytolytic granules.

CTL clones (2C and G4), a T helper-killer clone (5.5)

and a noncytolytic T helper clone (D10) showed no calcium

rise in response to doses of granules that caused a

substantial increase in tumor cells (Figures 30-33). The

2C cells had no calcium influx even at doses that lysed

P815 cells. Upon exposure to granules, a small

subpopulation of TDH1, a noncytolytic T helper clone

developed an elevated calcium (Figure 34) but most of the

TDH1 cells showed no calcium influx. This behavior is in

contrast to the tumor cells tested where all cells

responded in the same way. The subpopulation of TDH1

cells with an elevated calcium disappeared by 10 minutes

and it is not clear whether this is due to recovery of a

normal ICF calcium or loss of dye from the affected cell

population.

It has been shown that when all cells except CD8+

CTLs (L3T4+, Lyt-2+), are depleted of ATP (by incubation

in azide and cyanide without glucose) they became much

more susceptible to granule-mediated lysis67. To

determine whether ICF Ca++ levels mirror this effect,
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FIGURE 32
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FIGURES 30-34

Figures 30-34 show 2C, G4, 5.5, D10, and TDH1 cells loaded

with 1.0-1.5 uM indo-1 AM and resuspended in ECBS with mM

Ca++. The 405/480 ratio is plotted over time for samples

with and without a dose of cytolytic granules identical to

that received by the P815 cells in Figure 24. 2C cells

received 3H2 granules while G4, 5.5, D10 and TDH1 received

3C11 granules.
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indo-l-loaded 2C cells were preincubated with 1 mM CN, 3

mM azide in a glucose free media for 1.5 hours (to block

ATP production) and then exposed to granules: no increase

in ICF Ca++ was observed (Figure 35). When D10,

noncytolytic CD4+ cells (L3T4+, Lyt-2-), were preincubated

in the same way with CN and azide, they showed a

subpopulation of cells with an elevated calcium. This

subpopulation was present through out the 1-10 minute time

course.

Thus all the observations show that the ICF calcium

rise correlates with susceptibility to granule-mediated

lysis. Tumor cells, which are highly susceptible

uniformly responded with an ICF Ca++ increase. The T cell

clones, which are less susceptible, required larger

concentrations of granules to be lysed and do not respond

in a homogeneous fashion like the tumor cells. The CD8+

CTLs seem to be uniquely resistant to the granules and

also attack by intact CTLs6 7,6 8 and they did not have a

significant Ca++ increase in response to the granules even

when the cells had been depleted of ATP by preincubation

with azide and cyanide. While these findings do not prove

that calcium plays a critical role in target cell death,

they do provide evidence that this may be the case.

Reynold Verret, MIT postdoctoral fellow, provided the Cr51

release data for sections V.B. and V.C.
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FIGURE 35

2C cells were loaded with 1 uM indo-1 AM and resuspended

in ECBS with 1 mM Ca++ and without glucose. The cells

were incubated at 370C for 1.5 hours with 1 mM CN and 3 mM

azide. Figure 35 shows the change in the ratio over time

after addition of 3H2 granules at the same concentraton as

in Figure 24.
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VI. The Effect of CTLs on the ICF Ca++ of Target Cells

A. Introduction

While granules isolated from CTLs lyse most cells and

cause an immediate and substantial rise in the ICF Ca++ of

target cells, it is not clear that the granules are the

sole mediators of target cell death3,62 ,65. Thus, lytic

granules have not been isolated from murine peritoneal

exudate lymphocytes or from human T8+ CTLs62. Therefore,

we examined changes in 'the intracellular free calcium of

target cells that were exposed to intact CTLs.

It is possible to divide the stages of target cell

killing by CTLs into three steps: conjugate formation,

programming for lysis, and target cell lysis3-5 . The

first two steps have different cation and temperature

requirements and thus can be separated. Conjugation

occurs at room temperature and requires the presence of

Mg++. Programming for lysis requires a 370C temperature

and extracellular Ca++. If calcium is absent or the cells

are kept at room temperature, conjugation will occur but

not cell lysis. Berke and Perez et al took advantage of

these requirements to examine the kinetics of cell

conjugation1 7,18. In these two studies, CTLs and target

cells were labelled with different fluorescent markers and

conjugates identified using a flow cytometer1 7 ,18. Cells

were identified as conjugated or unconjugated and the
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changes in the CTL-target cell conjugate numbers were

followed quantitatively over time. In addition they

verified that the percent of conjugates observed by flow

cytometry is similar to that observed by microscopyl7, 18.

We have modified their technique to observe changes in the

ICF Ca++ of targets while they are conjugated.

B. Effect of Extracellular Medium on Killing by CTLs

It is important to know the effect of media on the

ability of CTLs to kill. To decrease background noise it

is desirable to use a medium that fluoresces minimally

when excited in the UV. Both the vitamins and proteins in

K medium can fluorescel24. For this reason Cr51 release

(killing) assays were compared in several media: ECBS,

ECBS + 1% FCS, ECBS + 5% FCS, and K medium (FCS is fetal

calf serum). The ECBS contained 5 mM glucose and 1 mM

Ca++. It is apparent from Figure 36 that even the

addition of FCS to 5% cannot increase killing activity in

ECBS to the level attained in K medium. K medium contains

vitamins, amino acids, and salts (essentially the same as

in ECBS), glucose and 10% FCS and any number of these

components may be necessary for optimal killing.

Accordingly K medium was used for all killing assays in

the flow cytometer.
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FIGURE 36

The effect of the extracellular medium on the ability of

2C to kill P815-Cr51 was tested. Standard Cr51 release

assays were done in the indicated medium using E:T ratios

of 1, 5, and 10. The composition of K medium and ECBS is

given in the methods section. FCS is fetal calf serum

(heat-inactivated).
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C. Single Labelling Experiment With P815 and 2C Cells

In a preliminary experiment, unlabelled 2C cells were

mixed with indo-l-loaded P815 cells at (2C:P815) ratios of

0:1, 1:1, 5:1 in 1 ml K medium at 37oC; in all cases the

number of P815 cells was 5X105 cells. Figure 37 shows the

proportion of P815 cells with an elevated calcium (R>1.0)

over time. There are clearly more cells with an elevated

Ca++ in the 5:1 than in the 1:1 or 0:1 mixtures. However,

fluctuations in the percent of high-Ca++ cells in the

control population and even in the 1:1 population was at

times (0, 45 minutes) almost as large as the signal

measured at 90 minutes. Moreover, a control mixture

containing CTLs and inappropriate target cells was not

included. Finally the data in Figure 37 gives no

information about the kinetics of the Ca++ rise, i.e. pre-

or post-conjugation. For these reasons more detailed

experiments were conducted with fluorescently labelled 2C

as well as indo-l-labelled target cells and, EL4 cells as

inappropriate targets.

D. Evaluation of Fluorochromes for CTL Labelling

Several different fluors were evaluated as labels for

2C cells. It was necessary to choose a molecule whose

fluorescence spectrum overlapped minimally with that of

indo-1 and whose presence did not affect cytolytic
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FIGURE 37

P815 cells were loaded with 5 uM indo-1 AM and resuspended

in K medium. 2C cells were added to 5X105/ml P815 cells

at E:T ratios of 5, 1, and 0. Measurements of the 405/480

ratio were taken over 90 minutes (as described in the

methods section). The percent of P815 cells with the

405/480 ratio > 1 was plotted on the y-axis.
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activity. It was also necessary that an excitation source

for the fluorochrome had to be available.

FITC (fluorescein isothiocyanate), APC

(allophycocyanine), and PE (phycoerythrin) were evaluated.

Table 9

Excitation Emission Laser

Dye Maximum Maximum Lines

FITC122 490nm(also UV) 520nm 351-364nm

APC1 08 650nm 660nm 633 or 647 nm

PE108 495, 545nm 576nm 568nm

Indo-1113 349, 331nm 480, 405nm 351-364nm

Initially FITC was tried, since it is easy to attach

to cells, can be excited with the UV beam already in use

and has a good quantum efficiency and absorption

coefficient12 2. However both FITC and indo-1 have fairly

broad emission spectra and there was considerable overlap

of each signal into the inappropriate PMT (i.e. indo-1

signal entering into the FITC channel and vice versa.)

Allophycocyanine (APC) is an algal protein with a

long emission wavelength (660nm)108. Since this emission

wavelength is widely separated from that of indo-1 and

since a helium neon (HeNe) laser (633 nm) was available as

an excitation source, APC was tried as a label for the
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CTLs. To attach APC to the cells, the cells were

biotinylated (see Methods) and then APC-avidin was added.

At the highest concentrations of APC used, the APC

fluorescence of the stained cells was not always well

separated from the autofluorescence of the unstained

control cells (on histograms of APC fluorescent

intensity). At these staining levels the cell pellets

were visibly blue so it is clear that large amounts of APC

were on the cell surface. With this much dye on the

surface of the cell it is possible that the 7mW HeNe laser

was not capable of exciting all of the dye molecules. For

this reason and since a krypton laser had become

available, the 647 nm line of a krypton laser was used for

APC excitation. This laser is capable of putting out over

100 mW at that line. APC stained and unstained cells were

again only marginally separable primarily due to the

difficulty of dividing the very close excitation and

emission wavelengths. Multiple filters and dichroics were

tried for both the HeNe (633) and krypton (647) excitation

as well as coincident and delayed line-up of the laser

beams with respect to the argon UV beam. Neither of these

efforts significantly improved the results.

The level of APC staining used significantly reduced

(by 50%) the ability of 2C to kill. Due to the marginal

fluorescent signal and marked reduction in CTL killing
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efficiency, it was decided not to pursue APC-CTL labelling

further.

Phycoerythrin (PE), an algal protein with a high

quantum number and absorption coefficientl08. The krypton

laser has a line at 568 nm (>100 mW) which is an excellent

excitation source for PE. In addition, PE emits at 576 nm

which should be sufficiently far from the indo-1 emission

wavelengths.

PE was excited with the 568 nm line (50 mW) of a 5 W

Coherent krypton laser. To measure simultaneously, indo-1

and PE emissions, the krypton beam was spatially separated

from the argon beam so as to give a signal time difference

of 35 usec. A UV bandpass filter was added to the UV

forward scatter channel to remove scattered krypton laser

light. A red-reflecting dichroic (50% at 540 nm) was used

to separate the 480 nm indo-1 fluorescence from the PE

fluorescence (576 nm). The PE signal was then passed

through a longpass filter (>570 nm) before it was

collected. Figure 38 outlines the physical flow cytometry

arrangement. For the analysis of conjugates the ratio

histogram was replaced by a plot of the ratio vs the PE

fluorescence. This graph was gated by both the forward

scatter histogram and the 405 vs 480 cytogram. All points

displayed on the ratio vs PE graph contained cells loaded

with indo-1, and all points with PE fluorescence were

therefore defined as target cell-CTL conjugates.
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FIGURE 38
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FIGURE 38

Figure 38 shows the light paths of the lasers, and the

indo-1, PE, and UV forward scatter signals. The cells

passed through the argon beam first and then the krypton

beam (not shown).
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Figure 39 shows unstained and PE-stained cells at the

highest and lowest dilutions of PE used. There was a

clear separation between the controls and PE-labelled

cells. For experiments the lowest dilution (1/10) was

used (see Methods). Aliquots of cells with and without PE

labelling were used to set the positive and negative PE

windows and PMT gain. Less than 0.1% of unlabelled cells

and less than 1% of indo-1 stained cells (without PE)

registered as positive for PE. These controls are

presented in each experiments.

It was important to insure that the CTL killing

efficiency was not diminished by the PE label. Figure 40

shows the effect of each of the steps of the labelling

proceedure on the killing efficiency. It is clear that

the biotinylation step was responsible for most of the

decrement. As shown in Figure 41, decreasing the

concentration of N-OH succinimidobiotin from 1.0% to 0.1%

restored the killing ability of 2C. Since the biotin

attaches to cell surface proteins via an amide linkage,

the decrease in killing may have been due to excessive

biotinylation of the T cell antigen receptor. Figure 42

shows the killing efficiency of 2C with the different

steps of the modified PE labelling.
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FIGURE 39

2C were stained as described in the methods section with a

1/10 and 7/10 dilution of PE-avidin. Figure 39 shows

histograms of the PE fluorescent intensity for the

different levels of staining. The mean channel of the

fluorescent intensity is given in parenthesis.
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FIGURE 40

Figure 40 shows the effect of labelling 2C with APC on the

killing efficiency of 2C (target = P815). The labelling

steps are identical to that of PE staining. Aliquots of

2C cells received successively more steps in the labelling

procedure as indicated in the graph e.g. the pH 8 curve is

from 2C cells placed in PBS, pH 8 but not receiving N-OH

succinimido biotin or APC-avidin. Please see the methods

section for a step-by-step list of the staining procedure.

N-OH-succinimido biotin was used at 1% (volume/volume from

a 1 mg/ml stock) for this experiment.
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FIGURE 41
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FIGURE 41

2C were labelled with varying concentrations of N-OH-

succinimido biotin as indicated on the graph and tested

for killing efficiency of P815 cells. The percent N-OH-

succinimido biotin was measured as volume/volume dilution

of a 1 mg/ml stock solution.
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FIGURE 42
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FIGURE 42

2C cells received varying steps in the PE labelling

procedure as indicated in the upper corner of the graph

and were tested for killing efficiency of P815 cells. For

example, the 2C cells used to create line 1 received 0.1%

N-OH-succinimido biotin followed by PE-avidin (1/10

dilution) while the cells used for line 3 recieved 0.01%

N-OH-succinimido biotin but no PE-avidin.
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E. Conjugate Formation

In order to assess the amount of time required for

conjugates to form, targets (P815 cells) and CTLs (clone,

2.1.1) were mixed in a 1:1 ratio and the number of paired

cells was counted (by microscope) at various time points.

Some of the samples were centrifuged (300 g, 5 min) and

then by vigorously resuspended. Before counting, all

samples were vigorously resuspended to break-up

nonspecific or unstable cell-pairs. Figure 43 shows the

time course of conjugation at room temperature. At most,

approximately 30% of the CTLs (or targets) were in

conjugates at any given time. This agrees well with

values reported in the literature and with later flow

cytometer resultsl7,18. While centrifugation clearly

speeded up conjugation, it appeared that after 45 minutes

the level of conjugation was almost the same in samples

that had or had not been centrifuged at time zero. Since

it required approximately 45 minutes to prepare the flow

system, the preliminary centrifugation was omitted.

F. Double Label Conjugate Experiments

"Double-label congugate" experiments were conducted

with PE-labelled 2C as well as indo-l-labelled target

cells (P815) and indo-l-labelled EL4 cells as

inappropriate targets. The haplotype of P815 cells is H-

2d and of EL4 cells is H-2b. Thus 2C cells, which are
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FIGURE 43

P815 and 2.1.1 cells were mixed in a 1:1 ratio (1X106

P815/ml) and maintained at room temperature. A portion of

the cells were given a prespin (300g, 5 minutes) while

others were not. Separate aliquots of cells were used for

each time point. The number of paired cells was counted

with a microscope at the indicated times. The cells were

vigorously resuspended before counting. P815-2.1.1 cell

pairs were not distinguished from P815-P815 or 2.1.1-2.1.1

pairs. The percent of 2.1.1 cells conjugated was

calculated assuming that half of the paired cells were

2.1.1 cells.
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specific for H-2d (actually for Ld), kill P815 but not EL4

cells. Two experiments were carried out. In the first, PE

labelled 2C cells (2C-PE) were preconjugated (at room

temperature) with indo-l-loaded P815 cells (P815-indo-1)

and EL4-indo-1 in a ratio of 2.5 CTLs to 1 target cell.

Also additional control samples of P815-indo-1 and EL4-

indo-1 cells, each incubated alone, were prepared. A

different sample was used for each time point to avoid the

unknown effects of shaking or stirring the cell mixtures.

Time zero was the time at which the samples were warmed to

370C. All four time courses (i.e. for the two CTL/target

cell mixtures and the two target cell controls) were run

concurrently.

The second experiment was carried out in the same way

except that P815 cells were replaced by indo-l-loaded EL4

cells that had attached to them a monoclonal antibody to

the antigen-specific receptor of 2C cells. The antibody

is called 1B2 and the cells termed EL4-indo-l-1B2. It has

been shown that linkage of the 1B2 antibody to virtually

any target cell regardless of its surface antigen or H-2

haplotype allows the 2C cells to kill target cells that

they would not normally recognize and kill8. Figure 44

confirms that 2C cells lyse EL4-1B2 but not EL4 cells. To

prepare the EL4-indo-l-lB2 cells, the cells were labelled

first with 1B2 and then loaded with indo-1 AM. Since EL4-

indo-1 cells were used as controls,
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FIGURE 44

EL4 cells were loaded with Cr51 alone or Cr5l followed by

1B2 labelling. Figure 44 shows the ability of 2C cells to

lyse EL4 and EL4-1B2 cells.
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the advantage of EL4-indo-1-1B2 over P815-indo-1 cells as

specific targets eliminated the possibility that the P815

cells responded in a peculiar way to contact with other

cell types, or that they were unusually susceptible to

anoxia induced by cell crowding at the bottom of the tube.

Results from the experiment with EL4-indo-l-lB2 are

presented in Figures 45-48 and Tables 10-14. Control data

are shown in Table 10. There was very little interference

of the PE with the indo-1 signal and vice versa.

Table 10- Controls

Objects Staining Counts Counts on Ratio

Cell Positive for on Ratio Cytogram that Are

Samples Phycoerythrin Cytogram Positive for PE

2C 0.07% 0.06% 0.03%

2C-PE 98.4% 0.02% 0.01%

EL4 0.01% 0.01% 0.00%

EL4-indo-1 0.87% 81.8% 0.67%

Figure 45 shows the form of the data display. The

two left-hand graphs are plots of the fluorescence

intensity at 405nm(Y) vs 480nm(X). The large circular

region labelled 1 is the indo-1 gate. The two right-hand

graphs are plots of the PE fluorescent intensity(Y) vs the

ratio*30(X). The 405/480 ratio was multiplied by a factor

of 30 so it would fit on the fixed scale of the x-axis.

The boxes on this graph are as follows: 1. unconjugated

cells, normal ICF Ca++, 2. conjugated cells,
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FIGURE 45
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FIGURE 45

EL4 and EL4-1B2 cells were loaded with 5 uM indo-1 AM.

The experiments and graphs are described in detail in the

text in the section, "Double Label Conjugate Experiments."
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normal ICF Ca++, 3. conjugated cells, elevated ICF Ca++,

and 4. unconjugated cells, elevated ICF Ca++. Cells with

a ratio greater than 1.25 were designated as having an

elevated ICF Ca++ and those with less as having a normal

ICF Ca++. The upper two graphs are the 15 minute time

point for the 2C-PE + EL4-indo-1 mixture while the lower

two graphs are the same time point for 2C-PE + EL4-indo-1-

1B2 mixture. Both combinations of cells have clearly

visible conjugates (box 2, ratio vs PE graph). The 2C-PE

+ EL4-indo-l-lB2 sample, however, also has a subpopulation

of cells with an elevated calcium level (see the 405 vs

480 graph). It is also easily seen that the subpopulation

of cells with an elevated Ca++ have a lower fluorescent

intensity than the other cells, as though they are leaking

dye. The decrease in intensity is not an artifact of an

elevated Ca++ level since cells exposed to sublytic levels

of granules do not undergo this fluorescent intensity

decrease. At this time point (15 minutes), 22% of the

conjugated EL4-indo-1-1B2 have an elevated Ca++, but this

is not obvious from the ratio vs PE graph because box 3

occupies a large area and the dots do not reproduce well.

In this experiment measurements were taken at 0, 5,

15, 30, and 60 minutes. The percent of conjugated cells

was slightly higher for EL4-indo-1-1B2 (20-37%) than for

EL4-indo-1 alone (20-27%). In the control, 2C-PE + EL4-
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indo-1 mixture, neither unconjugated nor conjugated EL4-

indo-1 cells showed an increase in the intracellular free

calcium. However, in the 2C-PE + EL4-indo-1-1B2 samples

there was a striking increase in the percent of EL4-indo-

1-PE cells with an elevated intracellular calcium in both

the conjugated and unconjugated populations. At 30

minutes 33.5% of the target cells in the 2C-PE + EL4-indo-

1-1B2 mixture had an elevated calcium whereas in the

controls e.g. EL4-indo-1 alone, EL4-indo-1-1B2 alone, and

2C-PE + EL4-indo-1, only 1.3%, 1.5%, and 1.6% respectively

of the indo-1 loaded cells had an elevated ICF Ca++.

Also, at 30 minutes the 2C-PE + EL4-indo-1-1B2 mixture had

a mean ratio of 1.09 whereas the EL4-indo-1, EL4-indo-l-

1B2, and 2C-PE + EL4-indo-1 controls had mean ratios of

0.62, 0.63, and 0.64 respectively (Tables 11-14 and Figure

46). It is clear that an elevated intracellular calcium

level was detectable within 5 minutes in the appropriate

targets of 2C cells.
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Double Label Conjugate Experiments (with EL4-1B2)

Table 11- Mean Ratio With uM Ionomycin (Control Cells)

Samples
EL4-indo-1
EL4-indo-1-1B2

5mM EGTA

0.33
0.37

1mM Ca++

2.56
2.53

Table 12- Mean Ratio of All Cells

Samples
EL4-indo-1
EL4-indo-1 1B2
EL4-indo-1 + 2C-PE

Minutes
0

0.46
0.50
0.48

EL4-indo-1-1B2 + 2C-PE 0.54

5 15 30 60

0.54
0.54
0.53
0.67

0.58 0.62 0.68
0.60 0.64 0.68
0.59 0.63 0.68
0.87 1.09 1.01

Table 13- % of Cells as Conjugates

Minutes

Samples
EL4-indo-1 + 2C-PE
EL4-indo-1-1B2 + 2C-PE

0 5 15 30 60

22.8% 23.7% 27.1% 27.1%
21.1% 36.7% 36.7% 31.6%

20.9%
21.9%

Table 14- % of Conjugates With an
Elevated Ca++ in the Target Cell (R>1.25)

Samples
EL4-indo-1 + 2C-PE
EL4-indo-1-1B2 + 2C-PE

Minutes
0 5 15 30 60

1.3% 0.5% 1.1% 1.3% 1.4%
8.6% 17.8% 22.9% 14.9% 9.1%
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FIGURE 46

EL4 with and without 1B2 were loaded with 5 uM indo-1 AM

and then mixed with 2C as described in the text ("Double

Label Conjugate Experiments"). Figure 46 shows the mean

ratio of the indo-1 loaded EL4 populations over time.
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We were interested in establishing when in relation

to conjugation the Ca++ level rose in target cells: an

increase during conjugation could mean that an increase in

ICF Ca++ is an early event in target cell death. Table 13

shows that a Ca++ increase is clearly correlated with cell

death since it occured in conjugated target cells, EL4-

indo-1-LB2, that could be killed by 2C but not in those

that could not be killed by 2C. Figures 47 and 48 show

three populations of cells; 1. conjugated target cells

with a normal calcium (R<1.25), 2. conjugated target cells

with an elevated calcium (R>1.25), and 3. unconjugated

target cells with an elevated calcium. The peaks in these

populations occurred sequentially in time in the EL4-indo-

1-1B2 + 2C-PE mixture (Figure 47). This order suggests

that conjugation occurs first, followed by a lytic attack

producing an increased intracellular calcium in the target

cells, and finally by deconjugation. In contrast, in the

control mixture (EL4-indo-1 + 2C-PE) the populations of

cells with elevated ICF Ca++ levels remained unchanged

throughout the experiment (Figure 48).

The experiment with P815 cells as targets in place of

EL4-indo-l-1B2 was carried out in exactly the same way.

The results are similar but not as definitive as the EL4-

indo-1-1B2 experiment, due to a drift in the calcium level

of the control P815 cells. The results with P815 cells

are presented in Figures 49, 50 and Tables 15-19.
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FIGURE 47
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FIGURE 47

EL4 cells with and without 1B2 were loaded with 5 uM indo-

1 AM while the 2C cells were labelled with PE. This

figure and experiment are described in detail in the text.
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FIGURE 48
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FIGURE 48

Figure 48 is identical to Figure 47 except that EL4 cells

are used instead of EL4-1B2 cells.



Double Label Conjugate Experiments

Table 15-

(with P815)

Controls

Samples
2C
2C+PE
EL4
EL4+indo-1
P815
P815+indo-1

Objects Staining
Positive for
Phycoerythrin

0.09%
97.6%
0.01%
0.81%
0.05%
0.94%

Counts
on Ratio
Cytogram

0.17%
0.16%
0.01%
76.6%
0.05%
83.1%

Counts on Ratio
Cytogram that Are
Positive for PE

0.06%
0.07%
0.00%
0.64%
0. 00%
0.78%

Table 16- Mean Ratio With 5uM Ionomycin (Control Cells)

Samples
EL4-indo-1
P815-indo-1

5mM EGTA

0.41
0.32

1mM Ca++

2.81
2.86

Table 17- Mean Ratio of All Cells

Samples
P815-indo-1 +2C-PE
P815-indo-1
EL4-indo-1 + 2C-PE
EL4-indo-1

Minutes
0

1.03
0.72
0.74
0.75

15 30 60 90

1.21
0.93
0.75
0.72

1.23
1.01
0.79
0.79

1.30
1.07
0.85
0.83

Table 18- % of Cells as Conjugates

Samples
P815-indo-1 + 2C-PE
EL4-indo-1 + 2C-PE

Minutes
0

50%
24%

15 30 60

52%
29%

46%
29%

34%
25%

Table 19- % of Conjugates With an Elevated Ca++

Samples
P815-indo-1 + 2C-PE
EL4-indo-1 + 2C-PE

Minutes
0 15 30 60

20%
8%

27%
3%

25%
5%

27%
9%

189

1.30
1.10
0.89
0.88

90

30%
23%

90

29%
14%
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FIGURE 49

Figure 49 was constructed in the same way as Figures 47

and 48. P815 cells loaded with 5 uM indo-1 AM were used

in place of EL4 cells.
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FIGURE 50
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FIGURE 50

Figure 50 was constructed in the same way as Figures 47-

49. EL4 cells loaded with 5 uM indo-1 AM were used as

targets.
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Toxicity of Increased Intracellular Free Calcium

A. Introduction

Perforin is thought to kill target cells by forming

nonselective ion channels in cell membranes42-46,49. Of

the common ions in cells, Na+, K+, and Ca++ are maintained

at the highest concentration gradients across the plasma

membrane. To determine the effects of equilibrating each

of these ions, we examined whether selective Na+-K+, K+,

and Ca++ ionophores can cause cells to die.

Ionophores, which allow selective ions to flow down

concentration gradients across permeability barriers such

as lipid membranes, are composed of a back-bone structure

that is capable of bending and placing strategically

located oxygen groups about a central cavity13 4. This

cavity with is hydrophilic and can bind cations while the

outer backbone is hydrophobic, allowing membrane

insertion. Properties of the central cavity determine ion

selectivity. Cations bind to the ionophore on the outer

surface of the membrane, displacing water. Then the

ionophore crosses the membrane where the cation is

released. This process is repeated as the ionophore

shuttles back and forth across the membrane moving cations

in or out of cells.
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Many cytotoxic agents are dependent on the quantity

of Ca++ in the extracellular medium e.g. glucocorticoids,

A23817, lysolecithin, mellitin, and amphotericin

B81 ,85,86, 98-1 00 ,1 02-10 5 ,135 . Most of these agents damage

the membrane nonspecifically i.e. they do not create a

specific ion leak across the membrane. A23817 is a

carboxylic divalent cation ionophore134, 136. In the

deprotonated form, two A23817 molecules complex with a

divalent cation and transport it as a zwitter ion through

solvent barriers down concentration gradients134.

Calcium-dependent lysis of cells by A23817 is well

documented 81,105. It has, however, roughly equal

selectivities for Mg++ and Ca++136, 13 7. In contrast

ionomycin, also a carboxylic ionophore, is much more

selective for Ca++ than Mg++136 ,13 7. It transports

predominantly Ca++ in a 1:1 ratio across membranes1 36 .

Their different affinities for Mg++ vs Ca++ have been

exploited in the past to discriminate between the effects

of Ca++ and Mg++ on physiologic systems137.

Gramicidin D is a polypeptide which creates membrane

channels selective for Na+ and K+ 134,165. It is a quasi-

ionophore because it forms spiral dimers which insert into

the membrane and extend the full length of the membrane.

It functions as an ion conductor or pore rather than a

mobile ion carrier. Upon addition to cells, gramicidin

causes membrane depolarizationl38 ,166.
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Valinomycin is a neutral ionophore with a repeating

backbone1 34. It is highly selective for K + and causes

hyperpolarization of the plasma membrane134 ,13 8 ,13 9.

Gramicidin and valinomycin have been used in the past to

study mitochondrial and red blood cell ion transport and

as a means to calibrate membrane potential sensitive dyes.

The cellular toxicity of valinomycin and gramicidin is

presented in the next section with the DNA degradation

results.

All of these ionophores act primarily by

transporting particular cations. However it must be kept

in mind that they also induce many secondary effects

intracellularly as the cell attempts to reestablish an

equilibrium. For example the Ca++ ionophores can cause

Ca++ activated K+ channels to open with subsequent

membrane hyperpolarization, while valinomycin indirectly

causes anion channels of the membrane to open resulting in

Cl- loss from cellsl4 6,1 4 7,1 60, 1 61.

B. Ionomycin Toxicity

Since both isolated granules and intact CTLs induce

an increase in the intracellular free calcium of target

cells, it is important to know whether the increase is

sufficient by itself, to cause cell death. Because

ionomycin is a selective Ca++ ionophore, we examined its

effect on cell viability with and with out ECF Ca++
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present. P815, Yac-1, RDM4, and 2C cells were tested for

ionomycin toxicity using Cr51 release assays. In the

presence of 1 mM Ca++ and 5 uM ionomycin, all cell lines

exhibited a 40% or greater specific release of Cr51. But

the substitution of 5 mM EGTA for 1 mM Ca++ decreased the

percent specific release markedly, usually by a factor of

50% or more. Figures 51 and 52 show typical Cr51 release

curves with 1 mM Ca++ or 5 mM EGTA for P815 and 2C cells

with varying concentrations of ionomycin (mean of 2

experiments). Thus it appears that a selective increase

in ICF Ca++, if high enough and sustained for a long

enough time, may well be sufficient to set off the

sequence of events that lead inexorably to cell lysis.

Some cell death (i.e. Cr51 release) occurred in the 5

mM EGTA solutions probably because under these

circumstances the ionophore acts to transport Ca++ out of

the cell and into the extracellular media, thereby

lowering the intracellular Ca++ below normal values.

Since cells have only a limited store of intracellular

calcium and require small amounts to function normally, it

is not surprising that some cells die. Figure 53 shows

the effect of ECF Ca++ levels on the ionomycin toxicity of

Yac-1 and P815 cells. At low ECF Ca++ levels there was no

toxicity. This is not surprising in light of Figure 23

(presented in the flow cytometry standards section), which

showed that cells were capable of maintaining normal ICF
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Ca++ levels in spite of the presence of ionomycin

providing the ECF Ca++ levels were low (<39 uM). Cells

show tremendous ability to regulate ICF Ca++, probably

because of the ability of organelles (mitochondria,

endoplasmic reticulum) to buffer large amounts of Ca++ and

because of the cell's ability to pump Ca++ across the

cytoplasmic membrane96,97.
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FIGURE 51

P815 cells were loaded with Cr51 and placed in ECBS with

either 1 mM Ca++ or 5 mM EGTA. Figure 51 shows the cell

death occurring an hour after addition of 2, 5, or 10 uM

ionomycin.
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FIGURE 52

2C cells were loaded with Cr51 and placed in ECBS with

either 1 mM Ca++ or 5 mM EGTA. Figure 52 shows the cell

death occurring an hour after addition of 2, 5, or 10 uM

ionomycin.
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FIGURE 53
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FIGURE 53

Yac-1 and P815 cells were loaded with Cr51 and resuspended

in ECBS with 0, 25, 80, 320, 1280, or 5120 uM of free

Ca++. An hour after addition of 2 or 4 uM ionomycin, the

percent specific Cr51 release was measured.
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VIII. DNA Degradation

A. Introduction

When targets are killed by CTLs, some of their DNA is

degraded83,91-93,140. The degradation is detectable as

early as 5 minutes after CTLs and target cells are

mixed91- 92 . In murine target cells, the chromatin is

fragmented into multiples of 200 base pairs, the breaks in

the DNA presumably occurring in the exposed linker region

between nucleosomes91. Similar degradation of DNA is also

seen in cells that are killed by glucocorticoids,

interleukin 2 deprivation, lymphotoxin, irradiation and

other means65, 87, 90. Human target cells that are killed

by CTLs show single-stranded rather than double stranded

DNA breaks89. The difference between human and murine

target cells is maintained in situations where human cells

are killed by murine CTLs and vice versa; hence it is

likely that CTL-induced degradation is due to the

activation of intracellular enzymes of the target cell.

Ca++/Mg++ activated endonucleases have been described in

thymocytes, spleen cells, lymph node cells, liver, and

epithelial cells141,1 42. The endonuclease activity

accompanying glucocorticoid-induced death is reduced in

the absence of Ca++ and Mg++ and inhibited by Zn++8 7.

CTL-induced DNA degradation is also inhibited by Zn++ 92.

Since these endonucleases are Ca++/Mg++ activated, the
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endonuclease activity in damaged target cells might also

be Ca++/Mg++ activated. Since this paper has shown that

Ca++ increases in cells being killed by intact CTLs,

isolated granules, and ionomycin, it was of interest to

determine if the Ca++ rise is correlated with DNA

degradation. Hence, we looked for DNA degradation in

target cells that were treated with granules and

ionophores.

Since perforin, which appears to be primarily

responsible for target cell death, forms nonselective ion

channels in cell membranes, we were particularly

interested in knowing whether ionophores for Na+, K+, and

Mg++, in addition to Ca++, cause DNA degradation.

B. DNA Degradation Produced by Ionophores and Cytolytic

Granules

Yac 1 was used as a target cell to study DNA

degradation since it is very susceptible to granules and

can be killed by 2C cells (Figure 54). The 10OX (10 ul)

concentration of a granule preparation from 3H2 cells (a

CD8+, CTL cell line) and the concentration of G4 granules

used in the DNA degradation assays caused a 70% or greater

Cr51 release from Yac-1 cells. Figure 55 shows the DNA

degradation in Yac-1 cells that were exposed to intact 2C

cells, isolated granules, ionomycin, A23817 (a Ca++ and
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FIGURE 54
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FIGURE 54

Figure 54 shows the ability of 2C to kill Yac-1 targets.

Mg++ ionophore), valinomycin and gramicidin. Degradation

of Yac-1 cell DNA was clearly caused by 2C cells

(E:T=10:1), by isolated granules (10X 3H2 or about 6.5 ug

granule protein/ml), and, surprisingly, by valinomycin

(1.5 uM and 15 uM) but not by ionomycin, A23817, or

gramicidin.
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FIGURE 55

Yac 1 cells were loaded with I125-deoxyuridine as

described in the methods section. The Yac 1 cells were

exposed to CTLs (2C), cytolytic granules, or ionophores

for one hour. Figure 55 shows the total DNA after

electrophoresis on a 0.8% agarose gel. The lanes are as

follows:

A

1. 10OX 3H2 granules (caused 70% lysis in a Cr51

release assay)

2. ECBS (Extracellular Buffered Salt Solution)

3. 1 uM ionomycin

4. 10 uM ionomycin

5. 1X 3H2 granules

6. 10OX 3H2 granules (caused 70% lysis in a Cr51

release assay)

7. ECBS

8. 2C (E:T = 10:1)

9. K medium
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FIGURE 55 (continued)

B.

1. 10 uM A23817

2. 10 uM ionomycin

3. 30 uM gramicidin

4. 15 uM valinomycin

5. 1.5 uM valinomycin

6. 0.15 uM valinomycin

7. relaxation buffer

8. 10OX 3H2 granules (repeatedly frozen and thawed)

9. G4 granules (caused 70% lysis in a Cr51

release assay)
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The mechanisms responsible for DNA degradation in

target cells are unknown. It seems most unlikely that an

enzyme or macromolecular enzyme activator could enter the

cell from without, penetrating through perforin channels

to gain access to the cell nucleus and degrade DNA. A

more reasonable possibility is that intracellular

perturbations, due to perforin channels, activate an

endogenous target cell endonuclease. It is of some

interest, however, that other toxic ion channels, such as

those formed by activated complement do not trigger DNA

degradation in affected cells.

It is also not clear why valinomycin causes DNA

degradation. It could be due to either its ionophoric

behavior or to an effect of valinomycin unrelated to K+

transitl34,1 3 9,143-145 . It is possible that K+ leakage or

a secondary effect of that leakage results in endonuclease

activation. In red blood cells, K+ leakage results in

hyperpolarization but no pH change, at least within 10

minutes14 6,14 7. A pH change does not occur because loss

of Cl- from the red blood cell (through anion channels) is

simultaneous with K+ leakage. The red cell responds to

this decrease in osmolality by shrinking i.e. loosing

water. This leaves the concentration of intracellular and

extracellular Cl- ions unchanged and consequently the pH

is constant (Intracellular pH is regulated by the Donnan

equilibrium of the negatively charged ions). Valinomycin
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is a powerful uncoupler of mitochondrial oxidative

phosphorylation so presumably at some later time the cell

would begin to acidify and die13 4 . It could be these

early stages of "metabolic exhaustion" that are

responsible for endonuclease activation.

Valinomycin has been observed at low concentrations

(<1 uM) to have effects that are probably unrelated to its

ionophoric properties1 4 3- 145. Davidson et al have shown

that valinomycin appears to bind directly to the (Ca++,

Mg++)-ATPase of skeletal muscle sarcoplasmic reticulum,

inhibiting calcium transport14 3. Such an effect on a

plasma membrane ATPase could raise the ICF calcium to a

level sufficient to activate an endonuclease.

Valinomycin at low doses (0.1 uM) in lymphocytes has

been shown to inhibit mitogenesis, decrease cellular ATP,

and increase steady-state Na+ exchange, but cause no

increase in steady-state K+ exchange144. These unexpected

effects of valinomycin appear to be measurable only at low

doses; at higher doses the K+ leakage becomes the

predominant effect134,1 3 9. However the nonionophoric

properties of valinomycin at low doses cannot be ruled out

as a direct or indirect cause of the DNA breakdown. It is

notable that the amount of DNA degradation increases with

the dose of valinomycin.
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C. Cell Lysis By Gramicidin and Valinomycin

To determine whether the nonselective leakage of ions

through the transmembrane channels due to perforin and/or

other granule components was sufficient to cause cell

death, we tested the effects of several ionophores on

target cells, using Cr51-release from the cell as an

assay. Gramicidin and valinomycin were tested at the same

concentrations used for studies of DNA degradation (Figure

56). 1.5 uM and 15 uM valinomycin caused a 3.0% and a

12.8% Cr51 release in Yac-1 targets while gramicidin

caused a 2.1% release at 3.0 uM and 11.0% at 30 uM

(average of two experiments). Higher concentrations of

valinomycin and gramicidin precipitated out of aqueous

solutions. Ionomycin caused much more cell death than

valinomycin or gramicidin at similar molar concentrations.

Thus while valinomycin caused significant DNA degradation,

it caused far less Cr51 release in one hour than the

isolated granules and the Ca++ ionophores.

Reynold Verret, postdoctoral fellow at MIT, and Mark

Pasternack, Massachusetts General Hospital, provided the

Cr51 release data for 3H2 and G4 granules, respectively

(section VIII.B.).
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FIGURE 56

Yac 1 cells were loaded with Cr51 and resuspended in ECBS

with 1 mM Ca++. Cell lysis was measured after exposure to

the indicated concentration of ionophore for 1 hour.
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IX. Discussion

This thesis is composed of two parts: 1. the

development of a technique to measure the ICF Ca++

concentration in living cells and, 2. the application of

this technique to a biologic problem (the mechanism of

target cell destruction).

1.

The experiments presented show that indo-l with flow

cytometry can be used to measure the ICF Ca++

concentration in cells. This result is not trivial since

the properties of new dyes must be carefully evaluated in

biologic systems. All cell lines tested took up indo-1 AM

and deesterified it to the Ca++-sensitive molecule, indo-

1, although in some cell lines (some tumors) a significant

amount of indo-1 AM remained unmetabolised in the

cytoplasm. While this Ca++-insensitve dye can effect the

405/480 ratio and hence the calculated ICF Ca++

concentration, it does not prevent the measurement of

changes in the ICF Ca++ level or the calculation of an

approximate ICF Ca++ value. We have also shown that indo-

1 can be used at intracellular concentrations that do not

effect cellular functions or blunt changes in the ICF Ca++

concentration. In addition to providing measurements of

the ICF Ca++ level, the indo-1 dye also behaves as a vital
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dye, so that measurements are made only on "living" cells.

We have shown that filters and excitation sources

currently available for flow cytometry can be used for

fluorescent measurements of indo-1 and a second label such

as PE. Thus measurements of ICF Ca++ may be made on

selected subpopulations of cells (others also have shown

this recently)11 4. While flow cytometry with indo-1 is a

sensitive indicator of changes in the ICF Ca++

concentration, measurement of the exact ICF Ca++ level is

difficult because calibration constants cannot be

determined precisely. We attempted to measure these

constants but were not successful (as judged by comparison

of our Ca++ concentrations with values measured in a

spectrofluorimeter and reported in the literature). This

calibration method does provide an estimate of the ICF

Ca++ level (within a factor of -2) although it is easier

and possibly as accurate to use estimates of the constants

obtained with a spectrofluorimeter. We conclude that

measurements of the ICF Ca++ concentration with flow

cytometry and indo-1 is a powerful technique which can be

applied to the study of many cellular processes.

2.

The experiments described here suggest that the

changes in target cell ICF Ca++ concentration resulting

from exposure to cytotoxic granules, or intact CTLs,
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determine whether cells are killed or survive. High

concentrations of the isolated granules (about 130 ug

protein/ml) cause representative tumor target cells, such

as Yac-1 or P815 cells, to rapidly loose intracellular

indo-1, preventing measurement of the ICF Ca++

concentration for greater than a few minutes. At lower

concentrations of granules (-10 ug protein/ml) the dye is

retained and these cells exhibited within 1-2 minutes

after exposure to the granules a dramatic increase of ICF

calcium (> 2 uM), followed over the next 5 to 10 minutes

by a return of the calcium to the normal level. However

when, cloned CTL lines, which are strikingly resistant to

granule-mediated lysis6 7, were tested as target cells they

showed no increase in ICF Ca++ even at the highest

concentrations of granules (130 ug/ml). After the CTLs

were first exposed to azide and and cyanide for one hour

(conditions that greatly enhance the susceptibility to

lysis of all other cell lines tested), these cells still

showed no increase in ICF Ca++ in response to granules

(-10 ug protein/ml).

All of these findings are in accord with evidence

that the principal (or only) cytolytic component of the

toxic granules is perforin, a protein that forms

transmembrane ion-channels in cell membranes42-46,4 9.

Hence our findings are consistent with the view that an

early event following insertion of perforin into the
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target cell membrane is a large influx of calcium from the

extracellular medium (about 1 mM) into cells whose normal

ICF Ca++ is about 1X10-4 mM. It appears that if the

resulting great increase in ICF Ca++ cannot be restored to

the normal level, the cells will die, whereas they will

survive if their calcium can be restored to normal levels

(e.g. by clearing the affected membranes by endocytosis

and/or activating Ca++ pumps). In the granule-resistant

CTLs, no increase in ICF Ca++ was detected at all, perhaps

because these cells have evolved a mechanism for

preventing the binding of perforin (or other cytolytic

components) to their plasma membrane.

To determine whether the increased intracellular

calcium concentration is sufficient to cause cell lysis,

we tested the effects of ionomycin, a calcium ionophore.

In the presence of 1 mM extracellular calcium, the

ionomycin caused marked lysis of cells (Yac-1, P815 and

2C) and concomittantly a marked increase in ICF Ca++ (>10

uM). But when the Ca++ in the extracellular medium was

replaced by 5 mM EGTA, the same concentration of ionomycin

caused a much lower level of cell lysis and no increase in

ICF Ca++. The small amount of lysis in the presence of

EGTA was probably due to ionomycin-induced leakage of

intracellular calcium from cells. Thus the results with

ionomycin support the view that a sustained high ICF

calcium level is sufficient to trigger the intracellular

changes that end as cell death.
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That all these findings are relevant to the lysis of

target cells by intact CTLs seems evident from the changes

observed in the ICF Ca++ of indo-l-labelled target cells

over time during their incubation with CTLs. Since the

CTLs were labelled with PE it was possible to distinguish

between indo-1 labelled target cells that were or were not

conjugated with the CTLs and to follow the changes in

intracellular calcium in each of these target cell

populations. The results showed that the ICF Ca++

increase (to 2-4 uM) was evident in target cells only if

they formed specific conjugates with CTLs; if they formed

only antigen-nonspecific conjugates no increase in their

ICF Ca++ was seen (Ca++ = 200-300 nM). Moreover, the

sequences of changes in ICF Ca++ in these target cells

indicated that their increase in calcium came about

initially while the cells were conjugated with CTLs. It

is not at all surprising that the time-course of the

target cell calcium changes induced by intact CTLs was

very much slower than the changes elicited by the isolated

granules, because the CTLs have to move around and find

their targets, become activated, and then deliver their

granules to the target cell membrane; whereas with

isolated granules all of these preliminary steps are by-

passed.

Studies following voltage changes across artificial

membranes induced by perforin indicate that the channels
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formed by this protein do not discriminate between various

ions and small molecules42,46. Accordingly, it is

expected that when the toxic granules (or intact CTLs)

attack a target cell, the resulting perturbations in ionic

equilibria within the target cell are not limited to

calcium. To examine the effects on target cells of

changes in intracellular Na+ and K+ concentration we used

ionophores that are selective for these ions and we looked

at the degradation of DNA in the target cells as an

indicator of cell death. DNA degradation was chosen as an

indicator because one of the conspicuous early events in

the destruction of target cells by CTLs is a

characteristic cleavage of target cell DNA into fragments

that vary in size by multiples of 200 nucleotides. We

asked, therefore, which selective ionic perturbations, if

any, can duplicate this type of DNA degradation.

Surprisingly, valinomycin, a K+-specific ionophore,

induced the characteristic DNA degradation pattern, that

is elicited by the toxic granules and the CTLs. But

ionomycin, the Ca++ ionophore, and also gramicidin (a

Na+/K+ ionophore) did not bring about such changes.

Although valinomycin caused DNA degradation within 1

hour, in the same time interval it did not induce

significant Cr51-release from the target cells. Thus the

effects of this ionophore were, in effect, the reciprocal

of those elicited by ionomycin, which caused marked Cr5 1-
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release but no obviuos DNA degradation. All of these

results are consistent with the evidence that CTLs, via

their released toxic granules, kill target cells by means

of nonselective ion-channels formed by perforin. The

resulting calcium influx is probably primarily responsible

for cell death and the changes in potassium (or some other

events triggered by valinomycin) are responsible for DNA

degradation, probably by activating an endogenous nuclease

in the target cell. That a sustained high ICF Ca++ level

is the key event in target cell destruction by CTLs has

precedent of several other cytotoxic agents, such as

steroids, etc81, 98,101,105 .

It has long been known that target cell destruction

by CTLs is dependent upon adequate extracellular Ca++

concentration. It has been shown that the Ca++ is

required for polymerization of perforin in its target cell

membrane4 2,4 6. Our results strongly suggest that, in

addition, the calcium is also essential to trigger the

chain of events that determined death or survival of

target cells.
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